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ABSTRACT

Mental health and social services in canada are frequently

inaccessible for iuunigrants and refugees. The objectives of this

practicum were to identify the barriers exPerienced by inunigrants and

refugees in accessing mental health and social services, develop indices

of culturally accessible services, and catalyze efforts to reduce the

identified barriers. The practicum entailed the completion of an

applied research project with the Canadian Mental Health Association,

Manitoba Division fnc. The project had been funded through a grant

awarded by Manitoba culture, Herit.age and citizenshiP.

In order to identify barriers and potential remedies, a review of

the literature was completed and two Programs in winnipeg that are

reputed to be exemplary in their provision of culturally accessible

services were studied. Based upon the literature review and the program

descriptions, a draft was developed of a document intended for the use

of planners, managers, and evaluators in making services culturally

accessible. Feedback was obtained from 30 key informants regarding the

draft in three focus grouPs and in some additional written comnents '

The initial draft of the document was well-received.

The draft was revised based upon the feedback, and the final

printed version entitled "Increasing Access" was subsequently

distributed ro a mailing list of 125 organizations and individuals

across l"lanitoba. A telephone survey was conducted of a sample of the



final document's recipients approximately eight weeks after it had been

distributed. The telephone survey indicated that the document has not

yet been used t<,¡ a great extent for planning and evaluation, but the

majority had used it for educational purposes ' Some suggestions were

made for its improvement, and a question was raised about its

generalizability to other target groups' However' the document has

received generally favourable resPonses from those who have become

familiar with it. Respondents commented positively about its

readability and content, and initially have found it to be useful as an

aid in education and training'

A mail survey instrument has been designed to assess the utility

of the document and confirm responses from the telephone survey. Tt is

planned to distribute the mail surve¡' six months after circulation of

the document.
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I. I}ITRODUCTION

Àim of the Practicum

The primary objectives of this practicum were: to develop indices

of culturally accessible mental health and social services; identify

cultural and linguistic barriers experienced by refugees and insnigrants

in accessing mental health and social servicesi and catalyze efforts to

reduce the identified barriers.

Mental health and social services in this practicum refer to

institutional and commu¡ity-based programs that provide counselling and

related services for individuals who have mental health or social

problerns. These programs include inpatient, outpatient, emergency'

transitional, and/or community-based services, which typically draw upon

one or more professional disciplines including psychiatry, social work,

psychology, and psychiatric nursing (Barker, l9B7 i Health and welfare

Canada, 19BB).

Tn complet.ing the practicum, the focus was on urban mental health

and socjal services, and immigrants and refugees in Winnipeg, although

innnigrants/refugees and services elsewhere in Manitoba were also

addressed. The intent was to identify the barriers exPerienced in

.accessing 
services regardless of where an inunigrant or refugee may live'

Data gathering about the issues was not restricted to Winnipeg' The

literature review included studies completed in a variety of cities and

towns in Canada and elsewhere, although caution was used in interpreting
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the literature from other countries where financial barriers may be more

significant. In attempting to reduce barriers, both Winnipeg and non-

Winnipeg services were included.

The Canadian Mental Health Association, Manitoba Division Inc. had

recently received approval to undertake a project entitled "Serving

Immigrant and Refugee Mental Health Needsi Discovering Current Patterns

and Encouraging Innovation". The project was funded through a Newcomer

Services Support Program (lqSSp) grant awarded by the Irrnigration and

Settlement Services Branch of Manitoba Culture, Heritage and

Citizenship. The practicum entailed the design and completion of this

pro ject with the Canadian Mental Health Association (Ct'fHA') .

The original proposal which was submitted to obtain funding for

the project is included in Appendix A of this report. As will become

apparent, there was considerable overlap between the practicum and the

project as it was originally proposed. The variances between the two

relate primarily to the expected dates for the completion of activities

outlined in the project proposal, and the design and implementation of a

telephone survey in the practicum that had not been proposed for the

project.

There were a number of learning objectives for the student within

this practicum. First of all, the comprehensive review of the

literature that was undertaken enlarged the student's knowledge base

pertaining to multiculturalism and issues affecting mental health and

social services to imnigrants and refugees. This was of importance as

one of the student's prime areas of interest prior to enrollment in the
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MSW program was to obtain an increased understanding of the impact of

changing immigration patterns on the delivery of social services and

education in canada. A specific expertise was gained in the delivery of

services to immigrants and refugees ' The practicum also 1ed to

increased skilrs in reviewing and critically evaluating the literature

outside of the professional journals which are more typically utilized

in the completion of graduate coursework. In addition, some Practice in

using secondary data sources was gained'

Asecondmajorobjectivewasachievedthroughthedevelopmentofa

model that is supported theoretically and empirically' The development

of a document pertaining to culturally aecessible services provided

opportunitiestopracticeskillsintheanalysisofservicesystems,

identification of barriers in service delivery, and in qualitative

descriptive case study methodology. The completion of this document

also refined skills in writing reports related to organization, clarity,

conciseness, and the presentation of supporting documentation'

Thirdly,thecompletionofthispracticumdevelopedskillsin

utilization and awareness of community resources alld services' as well

as needs identification. The ability to gather data from key informants

and distill relevant information from sometimes conflicting data also

resulted. All of these tasks Ì^rere seen as enhancing skills in

communication, collaborative research and Program planning' The ability

to speak to groups and deliver critical information effectively was

practiced as a result of the need to obtain feedback from key informants

regarding a draft document '

Finally, the student acquired additional skills in the analysis of
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qualitative data in both the initial development of the document and the

subsequent revision, based upon feedback from key informants and service

providers. Following the development of the draft document, learning

objectives pertained to the data obtained from key informants and the

development of follow-up surveys to study the impact of the final

document.

Overa11, the learning objectives of this practicum enabled the

student to develop an ability to adopt an organizational focus rather

Lhan a client focus when examining services. Although the student had

previously accrued considerable clinical experience in mental health,

ttris practicum provided the opportunity to acquire the additional skills

needed for planning and evaluating services in a wider context than is

typical in clinical practice. Furthermore, most of the interagency

communication and coordination skills which were Possessed by the

stude¡t related to specific clients, rather than broad service delivery

or organizational issues.

As planning, organization, and coordination are essential functions

of all levels of social work administration, the aforementioned learning

objectives will be highlJ' useful in post-graduate ad¡ninistrative

positions. The "learning by doing" emphasis of the practicum allowed

for the practical application of the concepts which had been learned in

the MSW coursework.



II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Multicultural ism

Canada has been described as a land of irrnigrants throughout its

history (Dickenson, I975). Although Canada's people have always

represented many cultures, in the first fifty years of Confederation all

individuals were basicaJ.ly expected to assimilate into the Anglo-

Canadian culture (Task Porce on Multiculturalism, 1988) ' The first

appearance of a cultural mosaic became evident in the 1920s and 1930s,

but official support for cultural diversity remained minimal until the

1960s. In Ig7I, multiculturalism was officially sanctioned with the

introduction of a federal policy of multiculturalism and has become

increasingly a part of canadian society in a number of pieces of

legislation including the Canadian Multiculturalism Act which was passed

in 19BB (Sheridan, 1989).

Across Canada, however, multiculturalism policies have had a

limited effect on edueational and service-oriented institutions ' In

addition, the official multiculturalism policies have been criticized

for placing too much emphasis on being "different", and not enough on

being Canadian. Multiculturalism has struggled for a long time to

achieve policy status within a general public opinion that residents of

canada should be canadians first. specific concerlls voiced by

participants in a recent public forum which travelled across Canada

include the funding of multiculturalism Programs, the celebration of
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Immigration Trends

At the present time, the federal government is consciously moving

to restore immigration to post-war levels as increased migration is

needed for Canada's ecoltomic growth and social development (Manitoba

Culture, Heritage and Citizenship, 1991). In 1989, approximately

190,OOO immigrants and refugees landed in Canada, and, according to the

federal government's recently introduced five year plan for immigration,

by 1992 immigration 1eve1s will reach 250,000 (Employment and

Irnrnigration Canada, 1990) .

It should be noted that there has been a shift over time in the

source countries from European to Asian and Central/South American

countries. Between 1945 and 1970, most inunigrants were from Europe, but

in the last ten years, Asia was the largest single source of new

immigrants (Ledoux & Pendakur, 1990).

ultures rather than embracing and celebrating a Canadian

haracter, and the conunon tendency to be hyphenated Canadians

ian-Canadians, Irish-Canadians) rather than Canadians first

ee1).

rts by individual provinces to develop specific provincial

nd legislation with respect to-multiculturalism have varied

ly. Officially, multiculturalism was recognized in Manitoba

s 1970 when the provincial government clearly indicated its

r the Manitoba cultural mosaic (Task Force on

ralism, 1988). Following a series of initiatives related to

ralism in the 1970s and 1980s, the Manitoba government

Manitoba's Policv for a Multicultural Societv in 1990'



On an annual basis, Manitoba receives approximately 3% to 5% of.

the national number of irnmigrants, which is similar to the province's

population as a percentage of the total Canadian population. The shift

in the source countries at the provincial 1evel has been similar to the

national pattern, with the dominant sources since 1986 being the

Philippines, Poland, Hong Kong and Vietnam (Manitoba Culture, Heritage

and Citizenship, 1991).

With respect to categories of inunigration, the number of

immigrants in the family and independent classes in 1989 tot.alled just

over 4,100. The number of refugees (including Convention refugees and

members of designated classes) has increased st.eadily in the last few

years with almost 1,900 refugees arriving in 1989. The vast majority of

immigrants coming to Manitoba are destined for Winnipeg. The provincial-

government supports the federal policy of a moderate, controlled growth

i¡ immigration. The changing source countries and general growth in

immigrat.ion means that t.he province will continue to increase its

cultural diversity.

Cross-cu1tura1 Counselline

Alorrg with the increasing emphasis towar<ls multiculturalism in

Canadian society in general, there has been a growing trend to attempt

to provide a wide range of services in a manner that is consistent with

the consumer's or client's cultural background. Researchers and

practitioners in a number of fields including health, education, and

social services have increasingly recognized the need to address

cultural factors in service deljvery in ttre last twenty years. Although

"multiculturalism" has been coined as a result of Canadian usage
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(Department of Secretary of State, I9B7), other countries, particularly

the U¡rited States, have also experienced a surge of interest in

developing "cross-cultural" counseling and therapy since the mid-1960s

(Lonner, 1985) .

The professional literature in the areas of multicultural and

cross-cultural services has also grown with many new journals

specializing in the field. However, there are sti11 many ambiguities

and little consensus about basic concepts such as t'culture" and

"multicultural" (Young, 1979). Young (1979) also argued that

"multicultural" and "mul.ti-ethnic" have often been used interchangeably

in the literature when in fact "mu1ti-ethnic" was the more aPpropriate

term. Newer terms such as "culturally sensitive", "eulturally

accessible", and "cu1tura1ly appropriate" are now often used without

definition in both academic journals and government documents ' Although

it may not be possible to arrive at universally-accepted definitions of

the myriad of terms in the field, it is important to begin to

operationally <lefine and est.ablish criteria for these concepts in order

to assist in service planning and evaluation'

Ae.cess and Barriers to Mental Health Services

Considerable research has been devoted to estimating mental health

needs in the general population as well as to the study of mental health

service utilization. The Canadian Mental Health Association has

estimated that one-third of Canadians suffer from emotional problems at

some point in their lives, and that for one in six Canadians ( I7%) ,

these problems will be severe enough to require professional assistance

(Manitoba Health Organizations Inc., 1990). In the United States,
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estimates have been comparable, with the federal government reporting

tha1 t5% of the U.S. population requires mental health care at any given

time (stefl & Prosperi, 1985).

fn many social service and mental health systems, there is a large

gap between the estimate of the need for services and the actual rate of

service utilization. Researchers in Canada and the United States have

reported that approximately one out of five individuals who need mental

health care receive formal, specialized mental health services (Canadian

Task Force, 1988a; St.ef1 & Prosperi, 1985). Studies pertaining to

specific populations such as immigrants and refugees have indicated that

they use formal mental health care to even a lesser extent (Canadian

Task Force, 19BBbi Munroe-Blum, Boyle, Offord, & Kates, 1989).

The gap between need and service utilization is often assumed to

be relat.ed to difficulties with access to services, and attention then

turns to the types ancl exLenL of barriers which may influence access

(Stett & Prosperi, 19S5), The import-ance of focusing on access and

identification of barriers has been stressed by researchers as central

to meeting clients' needs (Doyle & Visano , I9B7) '

Although the concept of access has frequently been discussed with

respect to service utilization, the ter¡n is arnbiguous and has been used

in various ways by researchers and policy makers. Standard definitions

of access in the Program evaluation literature have included both the

entry and continuation of clients in programs. Rossi and Freeman

(1989), for example, described access as referring to "the structural

and organizational arrangements that facil.itate participation in the

program" (p. I97). fn contrast, other researchers and planners have
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argued that access and utilization are two different comPonents of

service use, and that access refers to functions occurring prior to the

actual delivery of services (Doyle & Visano, 1987b).

In a study devoted to the definition of access in health policy

and services, Penchansky and Thomas (1981) found from their review of

the literature that access was most frequently described as relating to

an individual's ability to enter into or make use of a service system.

Similarly, Donabedian (1973) had previously described accessibility as

not only concerned "with the propensity to seek care but with a 'lack of

fit' even when the source of care and the client are brought together"

(p. aza) .

Penchansky and Thomas proposed that access is in fact a general

concept composed of the five dimensions of availability, accessibility,

accommodation, affordability, and acceptability. Although they

acknorvledged that these dimensions are difficult to separate, the

follorving descriptions were given:

Availability - pertains to the adequacy of the supply of

servlces.

Accessibj lity - refers to the relationship between the location

of services and the client's location.

Accommodation - the way in which service systems are organized

to accept clients, (..g. includes hours of

operation, arrangement of appointments) and the

clients' perceptions of their appropriateness

and willingness to adapt.

Affordability - the relationship between the cost of services to
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the clíent and the client's ability to pay.

Acceptability - refers to clients' attitudes towards

characteristics of service providers as well as

to the providers' attitudes toward client

characteristics .

Although there is sti11 no universally accepted definition of

access, within the mental health and social services fields its usage

has generally been as a comprehensive, multi-dimensional term.

Similarly, Srefl and Prosperi (1985) tist cortrnon attributes of barriers

to access as being availability, accessibility, accePtability (includes

the issue of stigma), and affordability. In comparison to the

Penchansky and Thomas taxonomy, the primar¡'omission in this list is the

accommodation attribute .

In this practicum, access has also been viewed broadly as

referring to a client's ease of entry to and use of a service. The

focus has been on identifying barriers to entry, or initiation of

service, but barriers to continuation of service were also addressed as

clients will terminate involvement if services are not culturally

sensitive.

Developmental Plannins Model

One of the major components of the proposed practicum was the

development of a protocol document which was to attemPt to address the

need to specify characteristics and models of culturally accessible

services for service planning and evaluation. The methodology for the

development of this document was in keeping with the integrative

planning approach proposed by Mayer (1985). This approach draws heavily
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upon the developmental planning model which stresses that specific ends

and means are developed through the planning process to meet general

ends or goals. The general ends or goals have widespread suPport, and

developmental planning is typically associated with a comprehensive view

of planning rather than one that conforms to a narrower' technological

approach. Mayer argued that developmental planning can be practiced in

a number of contexts, including the participatory style which was

utilized in this practieum.

The protocol document that resulted from the practicum was

intended to have utility for both planning and evaluation activities.

With respect to planning, it was designed to be helpful to those who

undertake strategic planning, issue-oriented pl.anning related to

multicul-turalism, and needs assessments. The document is intended to

assist- with key components of the planning process including assessment

of the external environment, trends, and barriers (Mayer, 1985). It is

meant to function as a guide for ensuring that implementation planning

considers means to enhance accessibility for immigrants and refugees.

Bryson (1988) stressed the importance of group discussion as a key

component of strategic planning, and this method was also incorporated

into the practicum's planning Process.

Evaluation

The document that was developed in the practicum fa11s within the

scope of formative, rather than summative, evaluation (Smith, 1990).

The aim was to assist in determining what efforts should be made to

improve the functioning of a program with respect to cultural

accessibility, not to establish the effectiveness of a total program aL
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its conclusion.

Rossi and Freeman (tg8g) characterized the three major types of

evaluation activity as evaluation of innovative (new) programs, full-

scale evaluation of established Programs, and the fine-tuning of

established programs. According to Rossi and Freeman, most resources in

evaluation are devoted to the assessment of established Programs

particularly in relation to fine-tuning efforts. Although the protocol

document was designed to provide useful information for all types of

evaluation, it is anticipated that initially it will be most frequently

used in the fine-tuning of programs.

The development of a document that specifies criteria for

culturally accerssible services not only falls within the scope of

evaluatio¡ activity, but also relates to the field of quality assurance

(Clemenhagen, Champagne, Contandriopoulos, & Pineault, 1985). Quality

assurance and assessment invol.ve the use of criteria and st.andards as

irrdicators or measures of care. Criteria and standards can be either

expl.icit (formal, written characteristics) or implicit (less specific

ancl more subjective). Explicit criteri.a tend to be more reliable than

those that are implicit, and the two main sources for establishing

explicit crit-eria are scientific literature and selected experts

(Clemenhagen et a1., 1985). It should be noted that explicit criteria

are most likely to be accepted arrd implemented by those who assist in

their formulation.

fn the practicum, data from primary sources were primarily

qualitative in nature, although some data were quantitative. The main

techniques used to gather t-he data were interviews and a structured
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group process. A telephone survey was also conducted of a sample of the

document recipients. The combination of these techniques, rather than

the reliance on just one, will contribute to a "full picture" (Mayer,

1985). Use of qualitative, rather than guantitative analysis a1one,

allowed for the emersion of the rich, descriptive data that is

especially useful in exploratory research'

Qualitative procedures have proven to be especially useful in

determining the nature of a problem and raising the consciousness of

those involved (Rossi & Freeman, 1989). McKillip (1987) noted that use

of community forums and public hearings are the data collectiorr methods

of choice when political factors must be taken into account. Forums

have an advantage of building support which is key during the plalning

process (League of California Cities, L975)'

Although human service organizations have frequently been

criticized for their seeming inability to change, research evidence

suggests that they are capable of change and innovation (Hasenfeld,

1983). Some of the forces that contribute to an organization's

stabilit-y andfor willingness to change include its niche in the

environment, funding patterns and resources to make changes, internal

power balances, shifts in political sentiments, legislative, and

governmental policies, changes in client eharacteristics and needs, and

development in service technologies. Several of these forces,

particularly those related to political sentiments and changing client

characteristics, have certainly been (and will continue to be)

influential in education and social services' attentiveness to cultural

factors in service delivery. Hasenfeld also noted that organizatjonal
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change, particularly of an incremental rather than radical nature, is

also facilitated by clear and specific information related to the area

of change, and thus it will be important for the document to be

educative as well as evaluative.

Finally, it should be noted that there are some issues related to

cross-cultura1 research and evaluation that were anticipated at the

outset of this practicum. Patton (1985) argued that all evaluations can

be successful regardless of geographical location if they are sensitive

to cultural differences. Evaluations must address culturally different

pers;pectives such as those of the evaluator and the participants with

regard to custons, resources, and communication patterns. The moSt

obvious issue in cross-cultura1 evaluation relates to language barriers

encountered both in communicating with participants/informants and in

the development of evaluation instruments (Cinsberg, 1988). Ginsberg

advocated the use of translators to both translat.e the language and

serve as interpreters of customs, and suggests that multiple informants

should be used to avoicl the biases of a single individual.



III. IMERVEMION

Settins and Personnel

As described earlier, the proposed setting for the practicum was

the canadian Mental Health Association (c¡me), Manitoba Division Inc '

CMIIA is a non-profit organization with major objectives of the promotion

of good mental health and the improvement of care provided to

individuals who experience mental health problems. The organization's

Board of Directors includes representatives from all regions of the

province, a¡d there are six adclitional consnittees which provide guidance

for specific tasks in the organization (Professional Advisory committee'

Legal Issues Committee, People Helping People, Women and Mental Health

Committee, Fundraising Committee, and Consumer Advisory Committee)' The

direction for the project was provided by the Immigrant and Refugee

Mental Health Subcommittee of the GMHA Professional Advisory committee'

Administrative and clerical suPport were Provided by CMHA'

ThesettingforthisprojectturnedouttobeveryapPropriate

for a number of reasons. CMHA's provincial mandate enabled the project

to consider serviees beyond those in winnipeg, and the document which

r:esulted is therefore broader in scope and like1y more widely applicable

to services in other geographic areas. The fact that CMHA has a

national office, as welJ as other provincial divisions' meant that it is

relatjvely widely known. This was useful, for example, during the

completion of the literature review when individuals from across Canada

and the United States were contacted by telephone. Another helpful

16
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aspect of t.he choice of setting was the overlap of the organization's

objectives and the goals of the project. In its mental health promotion

activities, CMHA is particulary concerned with hieh risk groups

experiencing stress (including irrunigrants and refugees), and is also

interested in improving accessibility and quality of care for

underserved groups. Finally, the range of professional qualifications

held by members of the subcommittee which provided direction for the

project helped to ensure that the project's document did not put forward

the views of only one particular professional discipline.

At ttre beginning of the practicum, a sma11 group of seven

stakeholders was identified in conjunction with the practicum committee

to serve in an advisory capacity for the project. Names of individuals

who might be willing to serve as advisors were provided by the practicum

committee and contacted by the student by telephone. Two of the four

individuals initially suggested declined, but each identified another

person within his/her organiza|rion who accepted. A letter outlining the

project and the expected role of the advisory group was subsequerttly

sent to four individuals who agreed to participate (See Appendix J).

The members of the resulting advisory group were the three members

of the Immigrant and Refugee Mental Health Subcommittee, an

ethnocultural community organization representative, a service provider,

a manager from an immigrant serving agency, and a rePresentative from a

provincial government department concerned with inrnigrants and refugees.

Although it was important to ensure input from a variety of sources, the

number of stakeholders was kept reasonably small so that the management

of the project did not become unwieldy. In selecting the advisory
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group, consideration was given to the accessibility of the individuals

during the projecL. Although it was not felt to be necessary to meet as

a group on a regular basis, contact was maintained at least on an

individual basis to solicit input at various stages'

The relativel-y loose structure of the advisory group had both

benefits and disadvantages. Agreement to participate in the group was

gained from a few members on the basis that there would not be many

meetings Lo attend. More structure and meetings would have likely

resulted in more refusals to participate. A subsequent drawback,

however, was that attendance at the two meetings which were held was

poor, and at times it was difficult to get feedback even informally from

some members. In retrospect, it may have been helpful to have mapped

out in more detail the tasks and amount of time anticipated of an

advisory group member, and more closely matched the participants with

the demands.

Another strength of the adl'isory group was the wicle range of

expertise and perspectj,ves of the members. This diversity made it

possible to gain a variety of viewpoints at any particular point in the

project. rn addition, because of the loose structure, it was also

possible to select only one or two members to aPproach for consultation

on a parLicular issue. The time of the other advisory group members was

therefore not wasted and, in general, it was possible to get advice

without having to wait for, or arrange, large group meetings'

Clients

The ultimate beneficiaries of the project were identified in the

original project proposal to be immigrants and refugees who experience
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mental health problems. In the practicum, however, th9 targeted grouP

of the intervention was primarily the intended readership of the

document I mental health and social service planners, managers, añd

evaluator:s. Representat.ives of ethnocultural conrnunity organizations

and other professionals in the community (e.g. physicians, nurses) were

also invited to comment on the draft of the document, and thus were

also, to an extent, a part of the intervention process.

Durat i on

A time table of the project activities was outlined in the

original project proposal and extended over a six-month time period.

The actual practi,cum took somewhat longer to complet-e. It began in

Februar¡', 199I, and by November, 799I, the final document was

disseminatecl to a wide range of mental health and social services.

The stages of the project. involving the review of the literature

and the case studies were pr:imarily responsibl,e for the extra time

irrvolved in its completion. The review of the l-iterature had been

forecast- to take six weeks, but actually took approximately ten. This

was partially due to the volume of material that was reviewed, as well

as to delays in receiving reports not readily available loca1ly (..e.

unpubJ.ished reports, documents with a limited circulation). The two

weeks anticipated for the completion of the case studies was also

insufficient, and they actually took seven weeks to complete. The

additional length of time needed was primarily due to the steps involved

in identifying the programs to be studied and securing their

cooperation, and to the gaps in time between interviews that were

completed as a part of the case studies.
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Finally, the meetings held to receive feedback on the draft of the

project's document were delayed several weeks to avoid the peak holiday

time of the month of July and early August so that attendance would not

be highly affected by summer vacations.

The telephone survey of a sample of the document's recipients was

conducted in January, 1992. Time frames for completion of the telephone

survey and the design of the mail survey were not provided in the

project's original proposal, and also lengthened the completion of the

prac ti cum.

Activities

The activities of the practicunr consisted of the following major

tasks i

1. A comprehensive review of the literature. The review was

completecl througtr computer searches of publications in professional

journals and relevant articles were obtained from university libraries

or djrectly fr:om the authors. In acldition to obtaining periodical

f.iterature, relevant books and recent dissertations were reviewed'

Pertinent repot:ts were obtained from provincial government offices who

deal with immigrants, multiculturalism, mental health and social

services. Contact was also made by telephone with the CMHA national

office and most of its provincial association offices. Key informants

in universities, government offices, and community organizations were

also contact.ed in urban centres such as Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa,

Vancouver, Minneapolis, and Denver, to discuss other relevant projects.

Information was also sought from several key individuals locally.

In total, approximately 140 documents were reviewed. Close to
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one-half of the documents consisted of articles from professional

journals, most of which were obtained from university libraries. (.1' few

were obtained directly from the authors or from other individuals. )

Approximately 25 books were reviewed and most of these were obtained

from university libraries, although provincial government libraries

(..e. Education, Health) and contacts with individual professionals were

also used. Over 25 reports produced by various leveLs of government

were obtained from a number of sources including reLevant government

offices, university libraries, and contacts with the authors.

Unpublished reports and mass communications such as newsletters

constituted a further 20 of the documents, and were obtained primarily

from agency or individual professional libraries (..g. CMHA, Centre for

Intercultural DeveloPment,

) Two case studies

advisory group members) .

A description of two specific programs

which are consiclerecl to be exemplary in their provisi.on of culturally

and linguistical.ly accessible services $¡as completed. These Program

¿escriptions we16) essent-ia11y brief case studies which were intended to

provide additional information from the "real life context" about the

way mental health ancl social services are, and might be, delivered to

immigrants and refugees.

The case study as a research design is an approPriate choice when,

as in this case, research questions take the form of "How" and t'Why"

(yin, 1984). Other research strategies whieh answer "How" and "l'lhy"

questions are histories and experiments. However, case studies are the

preferred design when examining contemporary events in which the

researcher cannot manipulate the relevant behaviours. In addition, as
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yin has indicated, case studies have a distinctive plaee in evaluation

research.onespecificapplicationinvolvesthedescriptionofreal-

life situations in which an intervention has occurred (i'e' the

description of Programs reputed to be exemplary in their culturally

accessible services) '

Threecommonconcernscitedinreferencetocasestudyresearch

areitspotentiallackofrigor(withthefindingsinfluencedbybiased

views),mirrimalbasisforgeneralizat-ion,andtendencytotaketoolong

with subsequently unwieldy rePorts (Yin' 1984)' In this practicum' the

use of several interviewees, gui.delines for semi-structured interviews'

and multiple sources of data reduced the concern over "lack of rigor" in

casestudyresearch.Theuseofsuc}rdatatriangulationhasbeenhiehly

recommended to avoid bi'as (Patton' 1980)' The concertl about

generalizabilitywasalsoaddressedtoanextentbyensuringthat'two

diverse Programs were studied. Finally, the brevity of the practicum's

case studies, and the purPose of the research' addressed thc concern

about potentially excessive time for completion and lengthy reports '

ThetwoProgralnsstudiedwereiderrtifiedbyreviewingcommunity

resource inventories and discussing suggestions with the practicum

conunitteeandstakeholder-advisors.(seeAppendixKforacopyofthe

initial letter to the programs.) rn selecting these exemplary programs'

considerationwasgiventothecharacteristicsoftheclients,thesize

oftheorganization,location,catchmentareaserved,lengthoftimein

operation, and willingness to participate in the project' As noted

previously,thetwoprogramsweretodiffersomewhatinthesefactors.

The <lescription of the programs was based o¡r available writ-ten
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material, interviews of a management staff member, a direct service

worker, and a client, and tours of the program's facilities. It should

be noted that the use of multiple sources of evidence is a defining

characteristic of case study research (Yin, 1984). Data gathered from

the interviews were intended to be qualitative in nature. See Appendix

B for an outline of the procedures used to complete the interviews. The

program descriptions are presented in Appendix C.

The results of the program descriptions indicated that each of the

programs studied had adopted a different approach for providing

culturally accessible services. Each of the approaches in fact

validated an option which had appeared to be viable in theory:

multiculturalized mainstream organizations and speci alízed units within

mainstream organizations'

fn each case, specific approaches undertaken by the program to

provide culturally accessible service addressed barriers from all eight

of the major categories of barriers which were found in the literature

review. Many of the approaches utilized were directed at similar

barriers within each of the categories. Both programs identified

barriers in the cultural and language categories as being of primary

concern in providing services to innnigrants and refugees '

The studies of these Programs lent support to Prevlous

researchers' claims that none of the three options for providing

culturally accessible services is superior overall (i.".

multiculturalized mainstream organizations, specialized units within

mainstream organizations, and "linkages" of mainstream organizations to

ethnocultural and immigrant- serving agencies). fnstead, the choice of
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an option depends on the situation and organization. The program

descriptions also suggested that implementing any of the options

requires political will and a genuine comrnitment to making services

culturally accessible, and provided real-life examples of programs that

have reduced barriers for inunigrants and refugees.

3. Preparation of a draft documen!-. Based upon the literature

review, program descriptions, ancl other information gathered from key

informants, a draft of a document was developed which outlined criteria

for the provision of cult-ura1.1y and lirrguistically accessible services.

The document was primarily intended for the use of service planners,

marlagers, and evaluators. It rças felt that the document needed to be

readable, with informaLion presented concisely. The document was to have

bot.h an educative function and an evaluative function.

ln the resulting draft, research and general trends were

summarized in narrative form in the first part of the document.

Barriers and the suggestions for reducing the barriers were presented in

the second part, nith general. introductory comment-s made about each

category of barrier. A checklist which summarized alt the barriers was

included at t-he end as an aid for quick reference.

4, Focus sroups. A list of key informants who were to be asked

to give feedback o¡ the draft document in three focus groups was

developed in conjunction with the project's advisory grouP. Sixty-five

individuals were selected representing ethnocultural community

organizations, mental health and social services, immigrant serving

agencies, and other professionals in the community. Three dates were

established for the focus group meetings and each individual was invited
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to one of the meetings as well as to one on an alternate date. The

letter of invitation (see APPendix L) and enclosed copy of the draft

document were sent out aPProximately five weeks in advance of the

meetings.

Focus groups are group interviews that focus on a Particular topic

typically supplied by a researcher (Morgan, 1988). Bmphasis is placed

on observing the interaction within the group and discussion is directed

by a moderator (frequentty the researcher). Focus grouPs generally

corrsist- of B to l2 individuals and typical sessions last from one and a

half to two hours (Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990). In exploratory research

aimecJ at obtaining perspectives about a topic, only a few focus grouPs

are usually requíred, with a relatively high degree of structure

provided by the moderator (Morgan, 1988). As a method of collecting

qualitative data, focus grouPs are useful either on their own, or, as in

t¡e casc of this practicum, as a supplement to other qualitative and

quantitative metho<ls .

Focus groups permit the opportunity to observe a large amount of

interaction about a topic in a small amount of time, and group

discussion about a single topic often brings forth rich data that would

not have been obtained on an individual basis (Morgan, 1988). These

advantages of focus groups were both of importance in choosing a method

to obtain feedback about the draft document. Tn addition, the grouP

interaction allowed the student to ascertain the extent to which

corrunents drew agreement among the group. The largest disadvantage of

focus groups relates to the fact that the discussion is controlled by

the moderator and that the interaction is not observed in a naturalistic
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setting (Morgan, 1988). However, as the purpose of the practicum s

focus groups was to obtain opinions about a planning and evaluation

document, the "naturalness" of the interaction was not essential.

A "feedback sheet" (in Appendix L) was also provided with the

invitation letter to provide the respondent with some guidance in

reviewing the draft. Informants were encouraged to submit written

comments on the draft as well as, or instead of, attending a grouP

meeting. Of the 65 individuals invited, 26 attended the focus grouPs

and an additional 4 submitted written comments. See Appendix D for more

detailed statistics regarding the respondents

The first focus group was scheduled in the evening and most

ethnocultural community organization representatives and other

professio¡als such as physicians were invited to this meeting. Although

an evening meeting had been felt to be most suitable for these

informants, it was actualJ,y quite poorly attended and the smallest of

the sessions (three key informants in attendance). The second focus

group, held in an afternoon, was the one primarily arranged for service

providers and was attended by 11 people. The final focus grouP, also in

an afternoon, was the alternate session for all those who could not

attend the meeting for which they were originally scheduled. It was, in

fact, the largest group with 12 key informants in attendance.

Attendance at the meetings had been encouraged by having potential

respondents return a form (in Appendix L) indicating which meeting they

would attend. Those who did not resPond received a follow-up phone

reminder. In view of the low attendance in the evening meeting, it may

have been more useful to hold the third meeting during a morning, and
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invite all respondents to attend any one of the three meetings. In

additio¡, despite delaying the meetings until late in August' a number

of people indicated that they could not attend as a result of their

suntrner vacations.

The numbers of people at each meeting were all small enough to

facilitate group discussiorr. Although it was originally thought that

interpreters might be needed, all invitees selected had a working

knowledge of English. Each of the meetings was approximately two hours

in lengt¡ and involvecl a structured review of the document based upon

the outline that was also used in the feedback response sheets ' In

order to accurat:ely record the comments made in the focus groups, the

meetings were videotaped. Participants had been informed of the

videotaping in the initial invitation letter and were asked again for

their consent at the beginning of the meetings '

For the most part, people adjusted easily to the videocamera with

a few jokes made by the respondents about what comments might be

¡:ecorded. The camera was equipped with a wide-angle lens and a remote

control, and thus did not require an extra individual for its operation '

This means of operating the camera meant that not everyone's faces could

be seen as they were talking, but in reviewing the tapes, iL was

generally easy to discern who had been speaking. It may also have been

easier for the participants to adjust to the camera because there l^ras no

extra person there for its operation.

In general, the sessions appeared to run smoothly. The size of

the gr.oups facilitated discussion and most participants contributed

actively throughout each session. The length of the sessions was just
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adequate to permit review of the document, but a formal coffee break was

saerificed to keep to the two-hour limit. As many of the participants

seemed to know each other, a break may have been viewed positively by

the participants. Another minor disadvantage for those attending the

afternoon sessions was the tow-away zone that existed for parking sPots

near the meeting room, although only a few people were affected.

5. Analysis of the feedback and preparatjp¡ pfthe Ji¡el

document. When all the focus groups r^rere completed and written comments

on the draft had been received, an analysis of the feedback was

completed, The videotapes of the focus groups were reviewed several

times each and a report was prepared which summar:ized the meetings. This

sumrnary report was subsequently distributed to all individuals who had

commcrnted on t.he draft and a copy of it can be found in Appendix E. The

written comments were also summarized and a copy of this summary is

Appendix F.

All of the commenls on the clraft were analyzed with respect to

their content, the frequency with which they were made, the level of

agreernent about the conrnent, and the source of the comment. Following

the analysis of the comments, a meeting was held with the fnrnigrant and

Refugee Mental Health Subcon¡rnittee to discuss the feedback and the

proposed .changes to the draft based upon the analysis of the corrunents.

It was proposed that most of the comments made on the draft be addressed

in the revision, with many in fact entailing only minor changes (".g.

clarificat-ion of wording, the use of concrete examples, additional ideas

about the barriers or their reduction). The few corments that were not

incorporaLed either involved lack of agreement between the respondents
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(".e.whether the document was too academic in nature) or additions to

t.he document that were outside its intended Purpose.

One major change was proposed with regard to the organization of

the document, with the review of the literature to be placed in the

second part, rather than the beginning, of the document. In the focus

groups, many potent.ial recipients of the document had indicated that the

usage of the document might be facilitated by having the identification

of the barriers and reconunendat:ions for addressing the barriers be the

first part of the document.

The subcommittee members supported the changes that were proposed

and the document was revised accordingly. Once the final version of the

document was completed, arrangements were made to have the documenl

printed and bound by a local firm that was recommended by CMHA. A copy

of tfie final version of the document sent to the printers is included in

Appendix G.

A draft. of a mailing list of potential recipients was developed

and dist-ributed to Lhe advisory group for their suggestions, The list

included all those individuals who had received a draft document and

expressed an interest in having a final version, mental health and

social services as well as related organizations in Winnipeg, similar

nrajor organizations in rural centres across Manitoba, and provincial

gove¡:nment departments concerned with inrnigrants and refugees. See

Appendix M for a copy of the cover letter that was sent with the final

document. The number of copies of the document required as a result of

thc mailing 1ist, exceeded the number that could initially be printed

within the project's budget. Consequently, the mailing list was reduced
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and additional funding has been sought to allow for the printing and

distribution of an additional 200 copies '

Recording

The major recording completed during the practicum consisted of

the videotaping of the focus groups. The videotapes of the three

meetings recorded just over five hours of discussion in tota1. As noted

previously, four other individuals responded to the draft by subrnitting

rvrjtlerr co[ìments, and these comments are also part of the recording

which was completed.

Other recordings which occurred dur:ing the practicum related to

the data gathering activities of the exemplary program descriptions (see

Appendix c for the program descrjptions) and arrangements of the key

i.nformant sessions (".g. resPonses pertaining to attendance at the

rneetings).



IV. EVALUATION

Procedures

overview. To a large extent the evaluation of the practicum was

composed of the evaluative asPects of the project itself ' The project's

evaluation included:

a) feedback from the key informants regarding the document'

b) a telephone survey of a random sample of the recipients of the

documcllt, and

c) a mail survey of all the recipients of the document (followine

the comPletion of the Practicum) '

Members of the student's praeticum committee also provided

evaluative feedback on an ongoing basis, and at the end of the practicum

commellts were also sought from the Executive Director of CMHA' At the

conclusion of the practicum, the student completed a self-evaluation

regarding t,he extent to which the learning objectives were achieved.

Feedback from key informants. Mention has already been made of

t'hesummaryreportwhichwasPreParedregardingthefeedbackreceivedon

t-he draft docume't during the focus groups (see Appendix D). A few key

informantsalsoprovidedwrittencomrnentswhicharesunìmarizedin

AppendixF.AttheendofeachfocusgrouP'thestudentensuredthatan

opporturrity was also given to the key informants to discuss the document

or project more informally. Several individuals approached the student

at these times and made complimentary remarks of a general nature about

31
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the document. In addition, one individual indicated appreciation of the

opportunity to provide feedback and two others remarked that the focus

groups had been conducted we11.

Telephone survev. Approxirnately eieht weeks after the finaL

doeument was distributed, a telephone survey was conducted by the

student with a purposive sample of the document's recipients. The

telephone survey was exploratory in nature, with the intention of

obtaining some initial feedback on the document's usage with several

recipients who had no prior involvement in the project, as rqell as from

some individuals who had reviewed the draft '

The telephone survey was essentially intended to be a semi-

structured interview, with the questions asked in a reasonably standard

way across thc respondents. The construction of the survey and the

procedures for its completion were based on the survey methodology

proposed b¡, Dillman (1978). Dillman developed the "total design method"

(tnU) approach for conducting mail and telephone surveys to maximize

resPonse qualit¡' and quantity, Response rates for Dillman's TDM

telephone surveys were reported to be 85% with the general public, and

over 90% with homogenous samples (..g. students, professional groups).

The TDM describes the step-by-step details of conducting surveys

including sampling, length of the survey, general principles for writing

questions, and administration of the survey. With regard to telephone

surveys, Dillman stressed the importance of simplicity in the questions

in order to ensure comprehension. Open-ended questions were noted to be

useful irr telephone surveys, but optimal responses generally require

ski11ful probes.
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The resulting telephone survey for this project can be found in

Appendix H. ft consisted of a brief introduction, ensuring that the

respondent was aware of the project, had read the document, and was

willing to participate, as well as the nine survey questions. Most of

the questions were open-ended, and additional probing was anticipated to

further draw out the respondents as needed. The survey could be

completed in less than 5 minutes, but additional time was allotted as

r:equired if the respondent wished to answer the questions at length'

Dillman (1978) indicated that research has suggested that the length of

the interview does not seem to create difficulties, and the surveys in

the several studies cited toolc considerably longer t.o complete than the

present survey.

The sample was select-ed by dividing the maíling list into the nine

major categories on which it originally had been developed. Three

groups of individuals had been sent the document. based upon their

involvement in the projecti individuals in t.he exemplary programs,

service providers who were identified as key informants, and all other

key informants invited t.o the focus groups who requested a copy of the

final document. An additional six categories of organizations had been

established as follows: CIÍHA offices throughout Manitoba, hospitals in

Winnipeg, major mental health and social servi.ces in Winnipeg and

selected agencies in other parts of Manitoba, school divisions in

Winnipeg with a clinical support service, selected planning bodies in

I{innipeg, and relevant federal and provincial goverltment offices.

One organization from each of these categories was then randomly

selected by assigning each organization in the categorJi a number and
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subsequently using a random number table (naUUie, I973) to pick the

organJzation. The procedure was repeated to pick a second organization

in each category which would be contacted if the first one could not be

interviewed. A list of nine names (with nine alternates) thus became

the sample. A1l nine organizations were contacted within a 10-day

period, and subsequently four alternates-were also contacted. The

results of the telephone survey are presented later in this chapter.

Mail survey. A mail survey was also developed as a part of the

pracLicum, which is planned to be used in June, 1992. The purpose of

the mail survey is to obtain feedback from all individuals who were on

the original mailing list for the document in Noverhber, 7997.

As with the telephone survey, the mail survey was developed

utilizing Dillnran's (1978) fntq approach to survey construction.

Although the response rates for mail surveys are usually lower than with

other methods such as face-t-o-face interviews or telephone surveys, the

TDM has yielded response rates of 607" to 75% even with lengthy surveys

of the general public. Dillman indicated that response rates with

homogenous samples (as in the current project) approach those obtained

with other methods, It should also be noted that response rates do not

seem to be adversely affected by increasing length of questionnaires

when they remain less than 12 pages.

In contrast to the telephone survey, open-ended questions pose

difficulties in mail surveys due to the absence of the interviewer for

probing and the problems which some respondents have in expressing

themse.l ves in writing. Thus, in developing mai. 1 surveys one must also

consider using one of three other basic question structures: close-
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ended with ordered choices, close-ended with unordered resPonse choices,

and partially close-ended. In weighing the advantages and disadvantages

of all four question structures, Dillman concluded that any of the four

may be the most appropriate choice depending upon the question and the

information sought.

Following many of the specific guidelines of the TDM regarding

wording of questions and format of the Pages, the mail survey for this

project was developed. A copy of the mail survey is presented in

Appendix I. It should be noted that the cover letter sent with the

document briefly gave advance notice of the survey and made an initial

appeal for cooperat j.on.

Resu1t.s.

Feedback from kev informants. The formal feedback received on the

draft documcnt from key informants is sununarized in Appendices E and F.

fnformally, the student received positive comments on the draft of a

general nature after each of the focus grouPs. In addition, several

indjviduals have made complimentary general remarks about the overall

corrtent and format. of the final document since its distribution in

December, 1991. These individuals have included key informants, as well

as çthers from mental health and social service organizations who had

not previously commented on the draft document.

Telephone survey. A total of 13 organizations were contacted in

o¡:der to obtain the participation of one organization in each of the

nine categories established for the survey's sample. With one

organization from each of the nine categories complel.ing the survey, the

response rate for the telephone survey was IO0%.
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Five of the organizations that completed the survey were those

that had been selected first in their category using the random number

procedure. Four organizations that had been selected first in their

category did not participate. The reasons for their non-participation

are:

r the resignation of the recipient of the document with no one else

available to corrunent,

. the vacation of the individual in the organization designated as

most appropriate to resPond,

. the recipient had not read or passed on the document, and

. the recipient could not find the document.

As a result, an additional four organizations that had been the

randomly-selected alternate choices were contacted and subsequently

completed the survey.

All interviews were completed in the one-month period extending

from January 20, 7992 to February 20, 1992. A few organizations were

contacted several times to establish and then reach the appropriate

individual to be interviewed. In five cases, interviews were completed

with the individual to whom the document had originally been mailed. In

the other four cases, another individual within the organization was

designated to be more appropriate for the survey. The actual interviews

took an average of 11 minutes to complete, with the majority ranging

from 5 to !2 minutes. One individual spent a total of 35 minutes

responding to the survey in two phone calls '

As described earlier, the telephone survey consisted of nine

questions, most of which were open-ended in format. The results of the
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survey will be presented by discussing the resPonses to each question in

the order given in the survey (see Appendix H for a copy of the survey

instrument).

In response to the first question, all nine organizations

indicated that they had kept the document. In eight cases, the document

was being stored with the person who was being interviewed. In the one

other case, the document was being circulated within the organization.

The second question asked how the document had been used and the

majority of respondents (tive) indicated that it had been used for

educational purposes, either for staff training within the organization

(three) or for presentations outside the organization (two). This is of

importance as the document was originally envisioned as primarily for

planning and evaluation. Other uses identified by respondents did

relate to program planning (one), and the review and evaluation of

existing programs (two). The individual interviewed from the

organizational category of "planning bodies" indicated that the docume¡rt

would most likely be used as a part of the organization's data base for

frrt.ure research pro jects.

Question 3 asked respondents to identify what they found useful

about the document. One theme in the responses reiterated the

document's usefulness for presentations and staff training, as well

the format. A respondent who had previously commented on the draft

document indicated that the organization of material in the final

version had been improved. Another theme was the applicability of

document to many groups, not just irnrnigrants and refugees, as well

the general population. One respondent indicated that the document

as

the

AS
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would be applicable to any group marginalized by society. This

respondent also described the document as sensitive to cross-cu1tura1

differences, yet with remedies that apply to aIl individuals in Canadian

society. Another respondent expressed a similar viewpoint, stating that

the document's suggestions would enhance mental health services for

everyone, not just irnmigrants and refugees. However, one resPondent

from a rural area in northern Manitoba, did not agree as she had found

that- the document was not relevant to her work with Natives except for

the sections that addressed language barriers. Other useful aspects of

the document mentioned by other respotrdents were the "how-to's" for

organizations and the checkl ist.

In response to question 4 which asked what was not useful about

the document, the majority of respondents (tive) had no comments to

offer. Two respondents (both from mental health services) indicated

that the document may not be used much within their organizations as

they did not serve many immigrants and refugees. Two respondents (one

from a mental heal th service and one from a hospital) had found the

document to be Loo idealjst.ic, citing budget constraints and general

lacks in psychiatric services which make a focus on immigrant and

refugee needs seem t'out of the questiolr". One respondent from an

immigrant serving agency had found the document to be too general. This

is not surprising as the document had been intended for mainstream

service providers, not those individuals in specialized immigrant

serving agenci es.

Questions 5 and 6 asked respondents to specify any changes which

are needed in the document's content and layout. Very few respondents
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(three) identified the need for any changes.

With respect to changes in the content, one respondent indieated

that he had found the document to have an American slant, indicating as

an example the references to fees being charged for services. The

respondent did not seem to be familiar with the fact that fees are

charged for some services (..g. counselling) across Canada as we1l.

This respondent also made two specific suggestions for additions to the

remedies in the document. The first was that the remedy that relates to

immigrants and refugees being given more information about cultural

norms related to mental health in Canada should appear under Barrier 1.3

of the Information/Outreach category. The remedy is already present in

the Acceptability category under Barrier 2.1, but previous feedback

provided on the document has been that some repetition of remedies as

relevant is useful. The second suggestion was that clergy should be

included as potential interpreters because some immigrants and refugees

have developed a trusting relationship with clergy leaders, and trust

was felt to be vital in using an interpreter. Further to the theme

noted previously that the document was applicable beyond inrnigrants and

refugees, another respondent suggested that the document may be more

widely used if it were reframed as one aimed at increasing cultural

accessibility of services for everyone, not just immigrants and

refugees.

No suggestions at all were made with respect to changes in the

layout. This question instead elicited positive remarks indicating that

the clocument was easily read, clear, and had an excellent format.

Eight of the nine respondents stated that additional consultation
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or training would not have made the document more useful (question 7),

some of whom noted that it was clear and self-explanatory. Howeverr one

respondent indicated that additional training would draw more attention

to the document and "make sure it doesntt get lost". Another respondent

felt that the document's usage would relate more to an organization's

motivation to change, and that any training offered would need to be

individually tailored to the specific organization's needs. The only

resporldent who indicated that additional training would be helpful was

from a rural area and reported that "documents like this generally come

out of the blue". Therefore, additional consultation would have helped

to clarj.fy the potential use of the document. ThiS conrnent suggests

that it may have been useful to send an additional announcement to rural

organizations explaining t-he document and its potential uses prior to

its distribution.

Questiorr 8 asked respondents to identify which remedies they had

been able to implement or explain the reasons why they had not been

implemented. Eight of the nine respondents reported that they had not

implemented any of the remedies, but several of these responses were

qualified with "not yet". This generally seemed to be related to the

relatively short amount of time between the distribution of the document

and the completion of the telephone survey. One respondent (from a

government office) indicated that the organization did not provide

direct services and therefore could not use any of the remedies.

Another respondent stated that her organization did not need to make any

changes. The one respondent who had indicated that some remedies had

been implemented identified them as being related to networking with
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other agencies and community outreach.

Finally, question 9 asked for additional suggestions regarding

future versions of the document. Three respondents had no suggestions.

The most frequent response given was that additional copies of the

document were needed, both within organizations and by widening the

distribution to include other organizations. Further to comments made

earlier i¡r the survey, additional suggestions included reducing the

focus on immigrants and refugees in the document and modifying it to be

one intended to make services more culturally accessible for everyone.

The respondent from ttle imnrigrant serviug agency suggested that the

document be made less general or introductory. This comment indicates

that the document may not be appropriate for individuals who already

have expertise in serving immigrants and refugees. Additional feedback

al¡out- the documerrt ' s leve1 of sophisti cation wj 1l be sought on the mail

survey. One respondent who primarily serves children a¡rd families

suggested that additional emphasis be placed on children's needs. A

questio¡ will be incorporated on the mail survey to assess the level of

agreement about this suggestion.

Overall, the telephone survey was very helpful in providing some

initial data about organizational responses to the final document. The

data ge¡erally seem to indicate that the document is being kept by the

organizations, but has received only limited circulation to date. One

respondent had reported that his organization had made seven xerox

copies to allow for distribution to its management team.

These exploratory survey data indicate, however, that the document

has had arr overall favourable response, particularly with respect to its
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use at a tool in education and training. However' to date it has had

limited use in planning and evaluation activities. The format has been

well-received, the document generally appears to be readily understood,

few criticisms have been made, and the need for additional training

seems to be minimal.

The tone of the responses to some questions suggested that it may

take some time for organizations to actually begin to use the document'

The mail survey which will be sent out in June, 1992 will therefore

a1low more time to elapse before requesting additional feedback about

t-he document. This will be especially impor:tant in determining the

extent to which and the ways it has been used. The inclusion of some

questio¡s in the mail survey which rate the document will also be

helpful in obtaining additional data. In addition, the mail survey will

be rrseful in confirming findings fronr the telephone survey. The results

of the telephone survey have led to the incorporatiorr of additional

quest-ions on the mail survey to assess:

(a) the level of support for the suggestion of utilizing clergy

as interprcìtcrs,

(b) whether the document is generally perceivecl to have an

American, rather than a Canadian, slant,

(c) the document's applicability to Aboriginals, non-inrnigrant

culturally different persons, and the general public, and

(d) whether rhe documenr deals sufficiently with the barriers

experienced by immigrant and refugee children'

Feeclback from practicuur commitlee and CMHA. At the conclusion of

the practicuur, the student requesLed evaluative comments from two
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members of the practicum committee and from the Executive Director of

ClfHA. Open-ended questions were asked related to learning goals in the

practicum and the overall performance of the duties in the practicum, as

well as inviting any additional comnents.

The feedback received from all three individuals interviewed was

very positive. Specific strengths identified in relation to the

practicum's tasks were the comprehensiveness and conciseness of the

literature review, the facilitation of the focus groups, and the

analysis of the feedback received from the focus grouPs. In addition,

positive remarks were made about organizational ski11s, writing

abjlities, commitment to scholarship in applied research, and attention

to details that facilitated the operationalization of the project.

There was unanimous agreement that the learning goals had been achieved.

No weaknesses were identified j.n the student's performance.

However, one conìment was made that conceptual frameworks could have been

cliscussed to a greater extent- in the literature review if it was aimed

at a different audience (".g. in a professional journal). Another'

conrnent suggested that the studenl:'s strengths in analysis and

objectivity may lead to some difficulty in roles requiring a warm'

empathetic response, and the student was alerted to this as a cautionary

note. For example, the focus groups which occurred in the practicum

worked well with a business-1ike, task-at-hand approach. However, other

meetings or presentations which the student may be responsible for in

the future rnay require a quite different approach.

Self-evaluation, Irr order to complete a self-evaluation, the

student also reviewed the four sets of learning objectives of the
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practicum, as well as reflecting on the performance of the practicum's

specific tasks. The first. learning objective related to an increased

knowledge base pertaining to mental health and social services for

immigrants and refugees. This was achieved, particularly during the

course of the literature review, and the student is now also much more

aware of how to obtain information about an issue outside of the formal

academic l.iterature.

The secorrd set of learning objectives related to the develoPment

of a protocol document was achieved with the printing of

Tnereasine Access. The several drafts involved in developing thc

clocunrent certainly increased the student's ability to consider alternate

possibilities for the organization of written material, as well as

verify:'ng ttre importance of writing for a targeted audience. An

u¡ranticipated benefit related to these learning objectives was the

facility that the studenL develope<l with computer word-processing and

methods for producing visually-appealing printed material.

The usr,r of the advisory group, completion of two case studies, and

f acil,itatio¡ of three f ocus groups, ensured t.he successful achievement--

of thr¡ third set of objectives regarding the identification of community

resources and interaction with key informants. As a result of these

various interactions, the student was able to enhance ski1ls in

individual face-to-face and telephone interviews, chairing small group

meetings (up to eight individuals) and facilitating larger group

discussions (up to 15 indjviduals).

Tl¡e final set- of learning object-ives pertained to the refinement

of analytical skills. The completion of the practicum necessitated
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various types of analysis, including the initial review and critique of

the literature, the sunsnarization and incorporation of the feedback on

the draft document, and the analysis of the telephone survey data.

In summary, the student achieved all of the learning objectives

which were established prior to undertaking the practicum, and in fact

developed some ski11s that had not been anticipated (".g. computer

usage, organízation of meetings, use of videorecording equipment). In

addit.ion, skil1s were acquired in planning and evaluating services in a

wider context than had previousJ.y been experienced in the student's

prinrarily clirri.cal pracl-ice. The primary self-criticism relaLes to the

overall underestimation of time needed to complete the practicum, which

primari.l¡' result.ed from steps involved in completing the case studies

and facilitation of optimal attendance at the focus groups. In future

project-s that involve a number of inclividuals andfor organizations, the

student will no doubt will be more prepared to allow more time for task

completion, as well as being flexible in time lines.

As a final comment-, it should be noted that the student remajned

challenged by (and enLhusiastic about) the practicum throughout its

duration. This is partially as a result of the practicum's many varied

tasks and the ski1ls subsequently obtainecl, and also because of the

student's continued interest in increasing cultural accessibility of

mental health and social services.
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rervlag tgrnctel, and rclcvrnÈ cÈbno-culÈural collunlÈy
org¡nlc¡Èlont.
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l¡nllarentr ¡nd r¡fuar¡r {n

Ëanltoba- dlr¡ç¡{no end

¡uoervlrlno thc oraoeretlon of

Èhc p¡otoco]. alocrrf,cnt end

ouldlnq end oertlel¡etlno ln thc

kav lnforr¡nt forur¡- SteÍf

Illl orovldc edçlnf¡ÈreÈlYc end

trquortrd À¡rprortd
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lllt¡ Servlag InlgrrnÈ rad lr!ug.. I.nÈ¡l Et¡ltb Xred¡r
Dlrcov¡rlag Currrat ?rÈË.tD¡ ¡nd tncoaregtag tanoveÈloa.

l[¡f !O El CiltlfFfltr
eJlG':!!rtr Drrrlo¡n.aÈ of ladlccr of CulÈurr1 Àccrr¡lbtllÈy lor

Servlce Pleaalag rnd lvrlurÈlon
Progrrrr Èonrd ¡..Èlng Èhlr obJocÈlv¡ vlll bc ttd. tbrougb llvr
coupoa.ntr ol groJecÈ rcÈtrltys
1. â conpr¡benrtvr rrvku ol tb¡ llt.srturr rrhÈ¡d Èo tba

provlrlon of re¡t¡l br¡lÈb crr. Èo lrrlgrr¡t¡ rad rrfug¡l¡'
culÈurrl b¡rrkr¡ Èo ¡rrvlcr rr¡nrkncrd by lr¡lgrrat¡ rnd
rcfugc:o rnd oÈhcr rrlbrr¡ of rlaorlÈy cÈbalc groupr, ead
atÈ,.Eptt to ptoelda nrvtcr¡ tn r culÈur¡Ily eccerllbh
fa¡b1on. tho rrrtrr rlll, lnclude gov.rnr.nÈ rrporÈr rnd
rg.ncy-btred rvrluaÈlon rtudtr¡' r¡ vell at 1lÈcr¡Èurt
publlabrd ln protrr¡lonal Journalr rnd book¡.

2. DcrcrlpÈlon of ltanltoba hun¡n acrvlcc ptogrt!3 vblcb arc
s.puÈcd Èo provldr culÈurally and llnguletlcelly accc¡¡lble
¡crvlccg.

3. DcvclopaanÈ of a dr¡fÈ docuacnÈ contalnlng plannlng rnd
rv¡luat,lon crlÈerl¡ Èo enrure Èhrt ¡.rvtcc¡ arc provldrd ln r
culÈurally and Ilnguirtlcally accc¡¡lblc tr¡hton. lbr¡e
crlÈerla rlll br dcrlved lron thc llÈ.ttÈure rcvlcr and
de¡cslpÈlonr of creaplâay prograls. lba purpo¡c of tbe drrlÈ
docu¡ent yould bc to r¡¡l¡t agrnclcr ln dcrlgnlng appropriaÈc
servlcc dcllvery tyst,eDr and lonlÈorlng and cs¡luatlon
nccbrnl¡us vhlch focu¡ r¡pon quatÈtons of cultural
accc¡¡IblIlÈy.

l. Reflnc¡cnt of Èh. dràft docsr.nt Èbrough dlrcu¡¡lon of lt ln
kay lntor¡ant forulr dc¡crlbrd bcfour rnd fe¡dback tro¡ a ¡¡all
ralplc of rervlcc provlder¡ and eÈhno-culÈural organtraÈloa¡.

5. Brotd dlgcc¡lnaÈlon of Èhc dr¡ft docu¡ent Èo ¡crvlcc provldrrt.

oÈtBqfn,|lr Drvclopncnt of a Îe¡Èablc lodcl of CulÈural and
Llngulrtlc Barrtcrr Er¡rcrtcnccd by Illlgrent¡ and
Rclugccr tn ã¡ntÈoba.

thlc de¡crlptlon vlll be ¡¡¡erblcd Èhrough hay lnfornant foaurr
lncludlng reprc¡enÈ¡Èlvc¡ of ¡Èhao-cuLÈurrl cotrunlÈy
organlraÈlon¡, lnlgrenÈ contu¡ert of ¡enÈal berltb ¡crvtccr,
lnnlgrant acrvlng agcnclcr¡ and ¡enÈ¡l hraltb ¡crYlc.e provldcrr.
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AinClflültr C.È¡ltr¡tloa ol tflorË¡ Èo l¡duco CulÈ¡¡nl rad
LtagulrÈtc !¡rst¡r¡ to CoE.E¡pËtoa ol lr¡t¡l EolÈb
C¡r¡ bt lnlgrr¡t¡ ¡ad lrtogru.

?rogrrrr Èor¡rô l..tlDg Èhtr obj¡cttv. rlll' lavolv¡ tro tt¡¡.t ol
¡cÈlelÈt,s

1. Dl¡¡erlartlon ol tbr drrfÈ glanalng ¡nd ¡v¡Iu¡Ètoa crtÈrrlr
docur¡nt d¡¡cslbod aboYr.

2. Erch¡¡gc of l¡for¡¡tlon !a try lnfoar¡nÈ tocul¡ dc¡erlbrd
tboYa.

¡ctlrlÈtrr Dl¡¡¡¡dt
À¡ d¿scrlbcd ¡bovc, tbc proporcd proJcct rl11 lncludc Èhc
folloYlng ¡cÈlv1Èlrrr
I. Lltcr¡Èure rrvl¡v.
2. SyaÈcnaÈlc oblarvaÈlon ¡nd lnÈcrvlese to dcscrlbe creaplary

Pr09rr¡r.
3. PrrparaÈlon of a drafÈ plann!,ng and evalutÈlon crlÈerla

docunent.

{. Dl¡selta¡Èlon of Èbe drafÈ ¿ssrrrsnt Èo nenÈal hcaltb rervlce
provldcrr.

5, ÀrranganrnÈ of kcy lnfor¡ant foruDa to dcvclop an
undcr¡trndlng of culÈural and llngulctlc barrlcr¡ Èo Bcnt,al
hcalÈb ¡ervlce for halgrants ln trantÈob¡.

Laoqrcars

Eu¡an arrourcG rcgulrerencs ulll lncludc Èbc ctfort¡ of rultably
quallflcd ladlvldu¡l¡ Èo¡

1. LocaÈr rnd rcvlcv Èhc rclesant IltcrrÈurc.
2. Prapare ¡nd rcvl¡c a draft glannlng ¡nd cvaluaÈton proÈocol

doeu¡¡caÈ for culturally acec¡alblc bu¡an lervlccg.
3. organlze, !¡cllltate and record tbe proccedlngr of key

lnfor¡rnt foru¡¡.
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;o¡È of tbtr ¡¡lpou.a rllt br psoyld.d by roluatær r¡¡brrr o! ËbrProt¡¡tloa¡l ldrt¡ory ColrttÈrle C¡¡¡ðl¡à l¡¡t¡l E¡¡ltbt¡¡ochtlon' r¡¡lÈob¡ Dlrl¡los ¡¡d 1Èr tulgsr¡È r.!È¡l EmltbsubcotÈÈæ. lblr l¡crud¡r lndlvldu¡l¡ rlÈb ¡rroturtoorlqualltlcrÈloDr ln cllnclal prycbology, cducrtlõn, bu¡¡a tcology¡r¡dl,c¡l r¡tÈ¡o¡'ologt, Dur.lngr ¡¡ollÈtcrt lellacl, prychlrÈryr-lnd¡oclrl rorl. l¡ ¡ddltto¡, rrprrtrnÈtÈtv.r ol tty it¡t¡¡ot¿¡rr(rtbao-culÈurrl corrunlÈy orgralerÈtoa¡, tntgrrat r¡rvlcr¡gr¡cl¡r, rr¡trl br¡lÈb ¡rrvtcr provtdrrrl rlll br ¡ddrd Èo ÈbG¡ubcolrlÈÈt¡.
Îb. tÈ¡tl of tb. c¡nadl¡n rrnÈal E¡¡lÈb t¡¡oct¡Èlonr Ë¡nlÈobr
Dl'vlrtoa rlll ¡lrovld¡ Èhc ¡dnlol¡ÈraÈlvt dt,r¡ctlon rad rup¡rorË loc
Èbe proJecÈ.

Ecyond tbl¡, 375 bourr of rr¡rarcb r¡rt¡t¡at Èl¡r vlll bc rrqutredrÈ a cort of 911.25 ¡rer hour yfth an rddlÈlonal 10t, g53{.1g,

ffief1t¡.lbugrÈhGtott1hu¡anrG'ouBcGacoat¡yl11
CoaÈ¡ lo¡ ¡aÈcrl¡1c and equlpoent rill lncludc¡
1. s336.00 fos prlntlng and du¡rllc¡Èlon of tbc dr¡fÈ protocor

do€u.trGnÈ (300 coptc¡ of 20 ¡ragcr rt r cort, o! 5.6 Ç ncr pagc).

2. s300.00 for ¡nvclopca and portrgc co¡Èr Èo contact rcclplant,r,
organl:a rccÈlnge, and dlcgcalnaÈc ÈbG dr¡lt protocol dócu¡cnÈ.

3. 9300.00 for coEPuÈar Ilteraturq ¡e¡rcb coata and long dl¡Èancc
Ècla¡lbonc cosÈr to obtaln rgêncy baeed cvaluatlon¡ ¡nd
go9eantlcnÈ rGPosÈs.

1. s150.00 for rental of rccordlng equlpnenÈ and purcbaae of Èapcs
Èo srcocd lcy lnforaant aG8¡tons.

tbtrrlortr Èbc BoÈrl ¡atcrlal and cqulp¡ênt corÈ¡ rlll bc
s6r961.13.

I4rlrratrÈlon ?lre lrbh¡
lbr-follovlng ouÈllncs the ¡llanncd ccbcdule for lople¡enÈatlon ofproJrct ¡ctlstÈlc¡ ln 1990¡

hglnr bdr
1,. Rcçtrv of

LlÈrrrÈurc

2. Dc¡crtpÈloa of
Bxanplary
Progranr

ilunc I, 1990 July 13, 1990

Dor¡È1o¡

6 rcckr

2 vcck¡iluly 16, 1990 July 30r 1990
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l.gl¡r l¡dr Do¡¡Èto'
3. Prr¡rrr¡Èloa ol iluly 3l¡ lt90 t¡¡g¡lrÈ 20, 1990 3 r¡rlrDrrtt troÈocol

DocElaBt

l. ObÈrlalng ÀugurÈ 21, lt90 9tpÈ. 11, 1990 3 umlr
l¡cdb¡ck on
Èh. Ds¡tÈ
ProÈocol
Doc¡¡EaaÈ

5. Àrrrng.rGaÈ t 8tpt. I ¡ 1990 3r¡rÈ. 21, 1990 3 ucrkt
PrrparrElon
tor lry
IntonanÈ
lorun¡

6. Occurrcnce of Sc¡rt. 25, 1990 Oct. 9, 1990 NoÈ
f,cy fnfonaaÈ Àgpllcrble
Forur¡

7. Rcrt¡lon of Oct. 10, 1990 OcÈ. 24, 1990 2 ycekt
Dr¡ft ProÈocol
Docu¡cnt

8. Dl¡¡csln¡Èlon By FovcnbGr 30, 1990 Fot
of Protocol Àppllcable
Docurent ÀlÈar
Pr lnttng

9. Prc¡lar¡Èlon Oct. 25, 1990 Nos. 15, 1990 3 veck¡
of R.porÈ of
ßcy Inforlrnt
3r¡¡loa¡

10. Rcyl¡ton ¡nd ñov. 16, 1990 tfov. 30, 1990 3 reckr
C!,rcuhÈloa
of ¡t posÈ ot
ßcy Infornant
lorur¡

ll. PrcparrÈton By Dcccnbcr 20, 1990 fot
of llnrl Àppllcab¡
Rcport
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l9lliEilllil¡

I rrgorÈ rlll bc ps.prsd d$crlbl¡g Èb. tr¡rrüeat¡ËtoD of ttr
¡rroiect, ¡¡d coatrlnlng Èbr ¡lrotocoi docu¡rat ¡¡¿ ¡ anntat c! tåthy lalon¡nÈ torur¡. D¡È¡ iegrrdlag Èt¡ qu¡ltÈ¡r o! tte glotocol
docur.¡È rl11 bc ps.r.nÈ.d, t!ètudtat tmaÈrcl lior Èàr t-ylnton¡¡È tor¡¡r ead rrrpo¡r¡r tror i ¡ull ¡lurporlvc upir ot¡crYlce provldrrr r¡d ¡tb¡o-cultur¡l corrualty órgealntlóa¡. tbekry lalonraÈ toa¡¡rr vtll b¡ rvrlu¡Èrd Èbrougb drt¡ trorqu..tlona¡trr¡ Èo b. conplttrd by prrÈlclpratt rnd s.¡rorÈt o!prrÈlcl¡nÊÈ obr.ae.rr.
In rddltlonr Èbr uÈtltnÈloa ead hprcÈ ol tb. psotocol docu¡¡nt¡nd tbr ¡lfrcÈ ol l¡tonrÈlon ¡¡cheaged ln tb¡ iry lntoileattorur¡ rl11 bc rvrlurÈrd Èbso¡¡gb a tilt ¡dllntrgcl¡d r¡11 rusv.yto bc dlrr¡¡t¡rÈ¡d la errly ÀugutÈr 1991.

Tbc ¡urvry rllr be ¡c¡È Èo all bu¡an rcrvlcc organleaÈloar
rccclvlnE Èhc proÈocol docurcnÈ (¡ppro¡l¡¡È.Iy tso) uhlcb ylLl
ltkcly ¡l¡o incrude ro¡t rcrvtca ¡riãvldrrr lniolvcd ln tbc tcytnfor¡ant foruna. rn rddltlon, a rl¡tlrr ruryay rlll bc rêlt Èothc approrlnaÈley 50 o¡hno-cuLÈural connunlty oiganleaÈlon¡ Èo bclnvolvrd ln Èbc kry lnfor¡anÈ toru¡¡.
À],Ècr¡Èlon¡ vtll Èben bc Erdc Ëo thc dra!È protocol doc,'ËcDÈ on
Èbc ba¡l¡ of rurvty rrsult¡r lnd tÈ vlll bc-¡orc uldcly
dlrÈslbuÈcd Èo progrr! grovlderr.
rf a Nesconer supporÈ servlcer su¡rport progratr gsrnÈ t¡ obtrlnrdfor thI¡ proJect, Èbc Canrdlan ËenÈ¡1 EcatÈb Àsioclatlon rlll reekfundlng for tbe lnplct lurycJr fro¡ anoÈbcr cource, porrlbly Èbcltanltoba ËenÈal EcalÈh Re¡rarcb poundaÈlon.

lddlÈlon¡I lr¡rfl,Èr¡
Àn ¡ddlËton¡l be¡cflt of Èbl¡ proJcct lg that lÈ ulrl provldc rflrn_rnplrlcal b¡¡l¡ u¡ron vhlcË tó ptan turÈbcr epprteå-rcirircu¡t¡ad ¡t rab¡nclng Èbc culÈur¡l rnd llngut¡Èlc rcéc¡¡tbtltty ofEerylccr. Speclfically, tbc proJecÈ ylll rc¡ulÈ tnr
l- À ¡odel of culÈurally accc¡¡lble ¡ervlucca vblcb c¡a beçcrtthd tbrough turÈher rc¡earcb.
2- Àn rrrea¡lcDt of Èbc ¡ccr¡¡lbtltty ol ro¡Ê rcrvfcc¡ totlrlgrant¡ uhlcb c¡n bc acnerat lzcd througbouÈ Èb. ¡crvtcr

ryrgcE.

3. À ¡eÈb99ology for catalyelng organlzatlonal cbange vblcb can be¡orc rlðely ÈerÈcd.

lbc Canadl¡n tcntal EcalÈb À¡aoclaÈlon, ttrnlÈoba Dlvlrlon planr toappry lor fundlag fror oÈbGr rourcc! Èo furÈbar Èbc¡c aorli.
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Fut¡rrr rtfortr could lnvolvt¡
1. 1 s¡npl¡ úurvey of thr casoLoada of tbr varlour ¡¡rvlcos todrtrrninr to yh¡t cxtrnt lnnlgr¡nte ¡;;"-v¡¡lo,rr ,.gf"iJ à¡or 19 fn rrê àctually Êerved r. i. r. 

- 
rr., thcy appropr iaÉãiy- 'r.prr¡rntcd glvcn rbclr nuobrrr in tha glnorãr iopuiitionz

2. À aurvey of agenclea provlding nentar heal.th servlcea todeter¡lne thc a¡¡¡¡t Lo r*hich they.""ioiÃ to the noder of acuLturally åccêsEibl¡ ¡ervlce. Furthcrrrro, thr rcl_¡etoniltpof thr v¡rlous conpon¡nts of thi, nodir-iã',"Èuar ratcs oflnrnlgrantc rÊcelving aervlcc rllIl Ue i"aiuat*.
3' A aurvcy of iremrgrant ¡crvrng and cthno-curturar connunrtyorsrnl¡atlon¡ ro obtarn rnfoinarton-iiã"-t¡.tr p.r"l""!iJi, 

""to vblch ¡nantal àrrrth ecrvfcr pro"rãirc Jänto* to the nodorof a culÈurally acqcsrlbla ¡rrvio.,-aiã-.ùour thc klndc ofobctacrrc Êrpcrlenced by lnrofgranti iiirini ."n¡.r. bcatthaervlce¡.

{. À broadar tr¡t o! tbc effrcta of plannlng lnfor¡qation and¡!rúLJ-rn rorvlng ¡aser.onr vrrh rt¡no-oultúrir .ã^*""ily-"-orsantr¡tlon' upon orgrnlzartonii -ifi;;;;-io 
tnprovc cervlocÀccaE61bt11ty.



APPENDIX B

Procedures for Obtaining Exemplary Program Descriptions

Conunentary for Readeri

These procedures, including both the steps for completing the
program descriptions and the interview guidelines, were established by
the student as an aid to completing the case studies. The intention was
to collect as much data as possible within the time parameters, and to
study the two programs in similar ways. It should be noted that the
interview guidelines served the purpose of ensuring that specific areas
were addressed, but the exact wording of the questions r,i7as not
formulated. This facilitated the desired informality and flexibility
during the actual interviews.

Steps in Completine Descriptions

1. Identify program. Each of the two programs was identified by
reviewing resource inventories and discussing suggestions with the
practicum conunittee and stakeholder-advisors. In selecting the
exemplary programs, consideration was given to the characteristics of
the clients, the size of the organization, location, catchment area
served, length of time in operation, and willingness to participate in
the project.

2. Contact director: . Explain project
. Explain selection of this program
. Secure willingness to participate
. Set up interview, and indicate desire to
interview a direct service staff and if
possible, a client as well.
. Negotiate any areas of concern

3. Send letter of thanks for anticipated participation, with outline of
project, assurances of confidentiality, and confirm interview time.

4, Conduct interviews (see guidelines), review documentation
(..e. agency brochures, blank forms completed by clients,
policy manuals), obtain tour of physical facility.

Have interviewees jointly identify a client who may be
willing to be interviewed, and contact client for appointment. The
individual selected should ideally represent a "typica1" client,
verbally expressive, and may be someone who is no longer receiving
services. Confidentiality will be discussed with client prior to
conducting interview, and signed consent obtained.

5. Send letter of thanks for participation and indicate intent to

61
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forward draft document and invitation to focus groups.

6. Interview client, and send letter thanking for participation.

Guidelines for Interviewine Staff

Interviews of the management (M) and direct service (DS) staff will be
conducted individually, will be approximately one hour in duration, and
are aimed at collecting informat.ion to address the following areas.
Indications of M and DS in the list below symbolize the areas that will
be emphasized with each individual.

Areas to be covered:

A. History (U) - when and how did the program begin.

B. Mandate/nrission/catchment area (U)

C. Objectives (U A 0S)

D. Punding (M)

E. Administration (U) - how is the program administered and by whom.

F. Staffine (M)

G. Program activities (lt A ns)

H. Clients - numbers, demographie characteristics (t"t & DS)

I. Problems/constraints (M & DS) - particularly in the area of
service delivery.

Questions will also be asked of both staff interviewees as follows:

1. What are the multicultural components of your program,
particularly those that relate to inrnigrants and refugees?

2. Cit.e examples of what your organization does to decrease potential
barriers in these areas.

3. fnformation awareness - How do clients generally find out about
the program?
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4. physical/geographical - How close is the Program to public
transportation and clients' homes?

5. Cultural factors - What languages are spoken by staff? What, if
âny, interpreters are used? Is the board rePresentative of the client
populatiot? Oo hiring practices encourage multicultural staffing?

6. Administrative factors - What are the hours of service? Are
written materials in English only? Does the length of application and

other forms appear prohibitive to clients? What is the waiting time for
appointments?

7 . Costs - What is t-he fee for service? Is day care availab.le? What

assistance is available regarding transportation costs?

8. Are there specific approaches that your Program has taken to
reduce barriers which you think would be helpful to other programs?

g. Are there any approaches which you have tried, but felt were

unsuccessful and/or should be avoided?

Guidelines for fnterviewine Clients

t 
Must establish need for interpreter prior to the interview and will

utilize program resources to obtain an interpreter'
The language used in the interview should be noted '

Obtain information regarding client's:

Sex Age - under 25
2s-34

Place of birth 35 - 49
50-64
over 65

Date of arrival in Canada

Length of time lived in WinniPeg

English speaking? For how long?

Language first learned

Language usually sPoken
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Ques t ions

1. When did you came to Program A?

2. Why did you seek service from Program A?

3. How did you find out about the program? (e.g. family, friends,
written material, other agency) .

4, What happened when you first went there?

5. How far did vou have to come? What difficulties did you have in
getting there?

6. Were you able to understand the staff? Did they seem to
understand what you wanted? What language did you coÍünunicate in?
Would you have had a preference for a different language?
llas an interpreter used? Provided by whom?

7 , Vlhen did you usually use the program (e .g,. a.m., P.m. ) Was thj.s
conveni ent ?

B. What would you like to see changed about the program so that it
would be easier for oEhers to use?



APPENDIX C

Descriptions of Two Exemplary Programs

Introduction

These two programs were identified,by reviewing resource

inventories and discussing suggesLions with the practicum committee and

stakerholder-advisors. In selecting the exemplary programs,

consideration was given to the characteristics of the clients, the size

of the organization, location, catchment area served, length of time in

operation, and willingness to participate in the project.

The descriptiorrs which fo1low are brief summaries of the data

obtained through interviews of a managemer'ìt staff member, a direct

service worker, and a c-lient f rorlr each program, reviews of written

material, and observational visits to the programs' facilities. The

writ.Len material reviewed included program brochures and descriptions,

staff 1ists, job descriptio¡rs and statistics related to service

delivery.

The purpose of the program descriptions is primar:ily to give an

overview and highlight the major aspects of the program which influenced

the student in the preparation of Increasing Access.

Each of the program descriptions has beerr organized according to

the following outline:

A. Description

r Histor)'
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Scope

Funding

Administration and staffing

Program activities

Appl icabi 1 ity

. Multicultural components

. Barriers to services for iuunigrants and refugees

. Approaches to reduce barriers

Relationship to model of culturally accessible

services

.1. Mount Carmel Clinici Cross Cultural Counselling Unit

Des cript ion

History. The Cross Cultural Counselling Unit (CCCU) began as a

program operated so1ely by volunteers in October, 1985. Originally the

main goal was to provide emotional support to immigrants and refugees

from Latin America. Services were init-ial1y provided at the fmmigrant

Access Service. Gradually immigrants and refugees from many other

countries began to be seen, and in May, 1989, the program moved to the

Mount Carmel Clinic. In February, 1991, the program was given funding

to continue as a demonstration project for one year.

Scope. The unit provides community-based social and emotional

support to those immigrants and refugees who are experiencing, or are at

risk of developing, difficul.ties in their adaptation. Referrals are

ac:cepted fronr a wide var:iety of sources including settlement agencies,

Employment and Immigration, health services, lawyers, schools,

a

a

B.

A.
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professionals within the Mount Carmel Clinic, and individuals.

Fundine. Until February, t99I, the work of the CCCU had been done

on a voluntary basis, with "in kind" support and assistance provided by

the Mount Carmel Clinic since May, 1989. One year of funding was

obtained through the Newcomer Services Support Program beginning in

Pebruary, 1991, and permitted the continuation, as well as some

expansion and evaluation, of services. Funding is also currently

provided by the Core Area Initiative (provides the majority of funding)

and the Winnipeg Foundation.

Administration and staffine. The CCCU is a program of the Clinic

and eonsists of a full-time Program Coordinator, a Volunteer

Coordinator, eight part-time Cross Cultural Counsellors, and a full-tirne

secretary. During the demonstral-ion project, there is sufficient

funding for three full-time paid positions, but several of the

counsellors stil1 provide services so1ely on a voluntary basis.

The Program Coordinator is responsible for the planning,

coordinat-ion, and evaluat-ion of the unit's procedures and program

activities, and reports to the Executive Director of the Mount Carmel

Clinic. The Cross Cultural Counsellors are from different ethnic groups

and have experience and qualifications in the areas of psychiatry,

psychology, and social work, and are from a range of ethnic backgrounds.

Those counsellors whose professional qualifications are not recognized

in Manitoba are required to identify themselves as lay counsellors. The

counsellors are responsible for the delivery of counselling services and

report to the Program Coordinator.

Prosram activities. All clients referred to the CCCU are
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initially assessed through indepth client interview(s) involving

thorough history-taking, clinical judgement of the counsellor,

collection of collateral information, and case consultation. Outcomes

of the assessment- can be to initiate counselling (if the elient's needs

can be met and fall within the expertise of the counsellor), a referral

to another counsellor in the CCCU or elsewhere within the Mount Carmel

Clinic, or a referral to other services in the mental health system.

If counselling is initiated by the CCCU, a formal counselling plan

is developed and a time-frame is established for the anticipated

duration of the intervention. Treatment is generally brief

(approximately five to six sessions) and counsellors use a variety of

therapeutic approaches. Goals include edueating clients about mental

health and social services, and helping them to cope with psychosomatic

complaints. There is a special focus on victims of torture, with an

assumption made that all clients are victims of torture or have

experienced some degree of oppression or trauma. Past experiences are

stressed.

In addition to individual and family counselling, the CCCU also

offers self-help support groups, cross cultural consultation to

professionals, and educational presentations, as well as undertaking

research activities.

B. Applicabilitv

Multicultural components. CCCU is essentially a specialized unit

that provides culturally sensitive services within a mainstream service

The staff have specialized training and experience in working with

immigrants and refugees, and several of the counsellors are themselves
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immigrants or refugees. An attempt is made to match the client's and

counsellor's cultural background, and services are presently offered in

more than ten languages. Translators would be used if necessary,

although the need for translation has been very minimal.

Barriers to services for inrnierants and refusees. The barriers

which are considered by CCCU to be generally of greatest significance in

providing services to immigrants and refugees are those that relate to

language and culture. With respect to language, the prime barrier is

the immigrant or refugee's inability to speak English or the language

used by the service provider. Cultural barriers include the client's

potential lack of understanding of the mental health and social service

system, differences in cultural background between service provider and

clienL as wel.l as ignorance of immigrants' cultures, providers t lack of

familiarity with culture shock and the adaptation process, and

providers' lack of understanding of clienls' sJ¡mptoms. A practitioner's

lack of understanding of an immigrant's or refugee's s¡rmptoms and

experienees related to torture and oppression is also of concern as it

leads to insensj tj vity in services.

Approaches to reduce barriers. The following approaches have been

implemented by CCCU to reduce barriers identified either directly by the

program or by others working in the area of immigrant and refugee mental

health. This is not necessarily a complete list of all attempts made by

CCCU to provide culturally sensitive services, but are those that were

readily apparent in the brief study of the program. The type of

barrier(s) being addressed is noted in parentheses at the end of each

strategy.
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o Provision of services is by staff who have an understanding of

the client's cultural backgroutrd and language. (Cultural, language,

administrative)

o Services are provided by individuals who understand the

difficulties of the adaptation process related to culture shock and

previous experiences related to torture aud oppression. (Cultural,

acceptability, operational)

. fnformation about the program is provided through the

ethnocultural communities, as weJ-1 as through agencies and professionals

working with immigrants and refugees. (Inforrnation/outreach)

' The program is easily accessible by public transportation.

( Phys i ca 1 /eeoeraphi c )

. The waiting time to obtain services is relatively short

(approximately two weeks as of mid-1991). (Operational)

o There is no charge for the services providecl by CCCU.

( Financial )

r Referrals are made to other services to meet- specialized needs

and assistance is provided to cl.ients by CCCU to follow up the referrals

(u.e. clients may be escorted for initial appointments).

( Phys i ca I /geographi c , informat i on/out rea ch)

. An emphasis is placed on educating other professionals about-

the effects of torture and oppression on adaptation, as well as

developing their understanding of cultural variables on mental health.

(Cultural, information/outreach)

Relationship to mode.l of culturallv accessible services. The

review of the literature has indicated that three options are viable for
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organizations to provide culturally accessible services: integrated or

"rm¡lticulturalized" organízations, specialized units within an

organization, and the bridging of mainstream organizations to

ethnoeultural and inrnigrant serving organizations. The CCCU provides a

good example of the specialízed unit option, and demonstrates

particularly clearly how an organization. can provide culturally

accessible services to clients even from a range of ethnic backgrounds.

The CCCU has been staffed so that the provider shares an understanding

of the same language and culture, as well as having experienced

migration and adaptation. As was suggested in the discussion of this

option in theory, the specialized training and experience of the members

of the unit has also enabled easy access to .u,arious ethnocultural

conununities which facilitates the sharing of information and outreach

activities. fn addì.tion, emphasis has been placed on educating other

professionals thus increasing cultural sensitivity throughout Ehe

organization and in other services.

2. Cross Cultural Mental Health Specialist

Manitoba Health: Winnipee Reeion

A. Description

Historv. The development of the position of Cross Cultural Mental

Health Specialist within the Winnipeg Region of Manitoba Health came

about as a result of pressure to increase the accessibility of mental

health services by immigrants and refugees. The position began to

evolve in 1989, and was officially established in October, 1990. In

order to establish the position, an existing mental health position in

the region was redeveloped into this more specialized role.
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Scope. The purpose of the position is t.o increase accessibility

of mainstream mental health services for innnigrants and refugees. The

Cross Cultural Mental Health Specialist provides a specialized resource

to departmental staff and to other agencies with respect to clients who

have difficulty accessing services as a result of cultural and

linguistic barriers. Referrals are received from intake staff,

community mental health workers, other Regional program staff, and from

ext-ernal agencies. Services are provided to individuals over age 16 and

their families directly by the specialist and/or by facilitating service

from other staff.

Fundins. No additional money was available for the creation of a

new position which meant that an existing position had to be used to

develop the Cross Cultural Mental Health Specialist. This approach fits

with the philosophy that culturally accessible services can be provided

wj.thin existing resources and therefore at a minimum cost to government.

Adrhinistration and staffine. There is presently only one Cross

Cultural Mental Health Specialist within the department. Administration

and supervision are provided by a Mental Health Supervisor in the

Winnipeg Region office.

Proeram activities. Duties of the position include consultation,

and liaison with departmental staff and external agencies, as well as

assessment, treatment, and crisis intervention directly with clients.

The majority of the specialist's services are indirect (consultation or

liaison). Services are provided in the office, home, hospital, or at

other agerrci es .

Attempts are made to ensure that the Cross Cul tural Mental Health
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Specialist is not flooded by too many direct service demands. The

Mental Health Specialist carries a small caseload, (at the beginning of

I99I, 2B cases) primarily undertaking assessments and identifying other

resources to be used in intervention. In these cases, the specialist is

responsible for documentation of the activities undertaken. Direct

contact also occurs with clients of conununity mental health workers and

interviews are generally conducted jointly with the cormunity mental

health workers. The community mental health workers are responsible for

recording activities related to jointly shared cases.

B, Applicabilitv

Multicultural components. The position of Cr:oss Cultural Mental

Health Specialist was developed with a view to supporting mainstream

organizations in their development of more culturally accessible

services. The multicultural components of this program therefore relate

to liaison with and education of mainstream organizations in order to

facilitate their becoming "multiculturalized".

Efforts a¡:e directed at increasing cultural sensitivity of staff,

bridging any language gaps between service provider and elient, and

emphasizing trust and patience in client relationships. Case

consultation and educational presentations are provided by the

specialist aimed at increasing cultural sensitivity. Interpretation

services are obtained as needed from Immigrant Access Service

counsellors (used frequently) and the Language Bank at the International

Centre. Members of t-he inunediate family and close friends have also

been used. However, there is a recognition that it is important to use

interpreters who have some knowledge of mental health.
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Barriers to services for immierants and refusees. Interview data

suggest that prime barriers of concern to the Winnipeg Region staff

relate to culture and language. Language barriers include the client's

inability to speak English or the language used by the provider, as well

as specific difficulties in conveying feelings when the knowledge of a

language is limited. Lack of sensitivity to other people's culture and

negative attitudes of the public towards inunigrants and refugees were

seen as being key cultural barriers. Cultural and language barriers are

seen as more relevant in determining accessibility of services than the

length of time the client has spent in Canada (eg. one cannot assume

that an individual who inrnigrated 50 years ago will not have any

difficulty accessing services).

Approaches to reduce barriers. The following approaches have been

implement-ed by the Winnipeg Region to reduce barriers perceived to be

affecting immigrants' and refugees' accessibility of services. As with

the Mount Carmel Clinic CCCU, this is not necessarily a complete list of

all of the program's attempts to increase cultural accessibility of

mental health services. The type of barrier(s) addressed are again

noted at the end of each strategy.

r Development of a specialist position aimed at increasing

sensitivity of all mental health service providers. (Cultural,

administrative )

o The qualifications needed for the position include demonstrated

ability to work with a culturally diverse group and thorough knowledge

of cross cultural issues in mental health. (edministrative)

r The provision of educational programs such as workshops,
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inservice training, and informal information-sharing have been

undertaken internally and with external agencies. (ldministrative,

inf ormat ion/outreach )

. Intervention and consultation are provided as necessary for

clients that cannot access mainstream services due to cultural and/or

language barriers. (Cultural, language)

r The need for interpreters to have some basic training in mental

health is stressed. (Language, cultural)

o Services are offered in various locations including a client's

home and thus barriers relating to transportation and potential

deterring physical characteristics of an office are reduced.

( Phys i ca1 /geographi c )

. Telephone reception services are provided 24 hours a day.

(operational )

. New referrals to the specialist are responded to within a few

days. (Operational)

r There is no charge for the services provided. (ninancial)

. Ongoing liaison with ethnocult.ural communities is emphasized.

(Cultura1, informational/outreach)

Relationship to model of culturally accessible services. The

Cross Cultural Mental Health Speeialist demonstrates well the option of

a "multiculturalized" mainstream organization in providing culturally

accessible services. (As noted previously, the literature review has

suggested that an int-egrated or "multiculturalized" organization is one

of three viable options.) Through this position, a mainstream agency

has been able to provide culturally sensitive services throughout the
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organization, thus avoiding the potential pitfall of isolation in

service delivery. The importance of sensitizing all service providers

is substantiated by this program.

Conclusion

As is apparent from the program descriptions, each of the programs

has adopted a different approach for providing culturally accessible

services. Each of the approaches in fact validates an option which

appears to be viable in theory: multiculturalized mainstream

organizations (winnipeg Region, Manitoba Health) and specialized units

within a mainstream organization (cccu).

In each case, specific approaches undertaken by the program to

provide culturally accessible service have addressed barriers from all

eight- of the major categories of barriers found in the literature

review. Many of the approaches utilized have been directed at similar

barriers within each of the categories. Both programs have identified

barriers in the cultural and language categories as being of primary

concern in providing services to immigrants and refugees.

The difference in overall approaches to providing cultural.ly

accessible services in the two programs has, however, led to the use of

different methods for reducing barriers. With respect to language

barriers, for example, the Winnipeg Region draws upon interpreters and

emphasizes that they be trained in mental health at least to some

extent. In contrast, the CCCU has staffed its program in such a way

that a client and a provider can share a comrnon language.

Although the overall approaches in the two programs are different,

as are many of the specific strategies for the reduction of barriers,
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each of the programs validates an option that was thought to be viable

in theory. The studies of these programs also lend support to previous

researchers'claims that none of the three options is superior overall,

and depends on the situation and organization. However, the choice of

an option may facilitate the reduction of some barriers with tittle

effort, while stil1 requiring that others be consciously addressed. For

example, an organization that opts to establish a specialized unit with

multj 1.ingua1 staff may have greatly reduced some language barriers, but

still need to ensure that staff be aware of ínterpreters' services for

client-s who need to obt.ain other services. It is also clear that

implementing any of the opti.ons requires political.will and a genuine

commitment to making services culturally accessible, and these case

studies provide real-1ife examples of programs that have reduced

barriers for immigrants and refugees.
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"Increasing Access" Draftl Respondent Statistics

Total invited to conrnent ! 65
ll who came to focus groups i 26
ll who responded in writing: 4
Total number of responses ! 30

Respondents by Category

Exemplary Program Representatives: 6 indj.viduals were invited
5 came to focus groups

Canadian Mental Health Association! 2 were invited
1 came to a focus group

Mainstream Agencv service 
i':ï:"i:'r.lÍ"*Ël:";:;'i':esponded in wriri'g
(6 could not come due to vacation)

* Total number of service provider responses i 12 (557")

Immigrant Serving Agency Representatives i 12 were invited
4 came to focus groups i 1 responded in writing

* Total number of immigrant serving agency responses | 5 (42%)

Other Organization Representatives! 9 were invited
4 came to focus groups

* Total number of other organization responses: 4 (457")

Physicians! 4 wer:e invited
1 came to a focus group

* Total number of physician responses: I (257")

Ethnocul.tural groupsi 8 were invited
3 came to focus groups i 1 responded in writing

* Total number of ethnocultural group responses: 4 (502)

Other individuals: 1 psychiatric nurse came to a focus group
2 academics came to focus groups
1 registered nurse responded in writing

* Total number of other individual responses I 4

Notei At least 12 (40%) of the respondents are themselves immigrants or
refugees.

7B
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Report on Key fnformant Sessions

"INcREASING,A.ccEss" DRAPT:
SUI\TIARY OF COMMENTS

FROM MEETTNGS OF AUG. 19, 20, & 21, t99I

GBNERAL COMMENTS ON BARRIERS AND REMEDTES

Several participants indicated that the barriers and remedies were
thoroughly covered, clearly presented, and that the systematic layout
was helpful in understanding the material. A conrnent made about the
style indicated that the barriers and remedies may be too "neatly
packaged" to refl.ect the complexity of the issues involved.

No concerns were raised with respect to the categorization per se,
but the source of the categories needs clarification. For some
participants the barriers seemed to flow from the fourth "linkage"
option discussed in the review of the literature, although this was not
the intent. Barriers identi.fied are consistent with those identified in
other service areas (o.g. education of youth).

Comments were made regarding the order in which the barriers are
presented. A suggestion was made that they be organized in order of
pr:iority (".g. language fj.rst, cultural second, etc.). The present
order tends to reflect the process that clients experience.

The concept of accommodation needs elaboration
the literature (pages 11 and 12), particularly since
of B barrier categories.

an
it

the review of
influences 5 out

Consideration should
barrier section to the end
J isting references for each

Generally lacking in
group approaches which are
work well in strategies for

be given to moving the references for each
of each section. A suggestion was made that

remedy would be helpful.

the remedies were references to the use of
helpful in increasing service efficiency and
prevention.

Some of the remedies are quite general and it would be helpful if
they were specified in measurable terms and made easier to
operationaTíze and evaluate. Generally, repetition of remedies where
appropriate would be of assistance.

79
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INDIVIDUAL BARRIER SECTIONS

1. INFORMATTON

An addition should be made to this section to reflect the fact
that not all service providers are aware enough of the prevalence and
impact of traumatic events that are experienced by some of their clients
prior to immigration.

The section on the use of networks (remedy for Barrier 1.4) should
be expanded as it is not clear enough.

Consider appending a list of resources at the federal and
provincial levels that could be used as contacts by the reader. Try to
avoid resources which will become out of date quickly.

The Barrier 1.3 "Immigrants and refugees may not understand mental
health service systems" needs to be rephrased to indicate that some (as
opposed to all) immigrants and refugees may not understand the service
systems. With respect to remedies for this barrier, a mental heal.th
service should also attempt to present itself as more acceptable to
immigrants and refugees by modifying the way it portrays itself and
disseminates information.

2. ACCEPTABILITY

There was agreement. that lack of acceptability of mental health
services is an issue with the population at large, rìot just for
immigrants and refugees. In the general stat-ement, the sentence "For
many immigrants and refugees, stigma is attached to mental illness
because it is often associated with inrnoral thoughts or behaviours and
may be viewed as familial in nature. t' raised some concerns. The use of
"inunoral thoughts' was unclear for many participants, and the sentence
is poorly structured. An addition should be made to the general
statement regarding the lack of trust in authority figures, especially
for victims of torture.

With respect to Barrier 2.1 "The stigma attached to receiving
mental health services is felt acutely by immigrants and refugees", the
group approach should be noted, particularly self-help groups, in order
to address needs other than mental health. Close contact with inunigrant
and refugee communities is needed to ensure adequate understanding of
mental health. The remedy of "taking steps against racism" should be
strengthened if possible, especially with respect to affirmative action.

3. CULTURAL

Some concern was expressed that the general statement is too
narrow given the barriers that are addressed. A question was raised as
to why only r:eligious beliefs were identified in the statement.
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With respect to Barrier 3.1 which addresses cultural conceptions
of mental health and mental illness, the remedy of educating inunigrants
and refugees drew several commenLs i the focus on a formal process may
not be suitable for alli Western conceptions should be replaced by North
American conceptions i the remedy should be qualified to indicate that
only some inrnigrants and refugees need or want increased awareness.
Also with respect to 3.1, it is not always feasible to use religious
leaders as a remedy. Regarding the remedy of educating service
providers, it would be helpful to distinguish between inservice and
preservice training. Both types of training are needed. Agencies could
lobby regarding preservice training, and additionally set up criteria
for entering field placements such as prerequisites of training in
cross-cu1tural issues.

A question was raised as to whether Barrier 3.2 "Potential
immigrant and refugee clients may have difficulty travelling, or do not
want to t.ravel, to services alone" belongs in the Cultural category, or
whether it should be in the Physical/Geographic section. The potential
remed¡' of encour:aging involvement of family members was felt to not
always be appropriate (u.g. when children are used as translators by the
family).

Under Barrier 3.4 "Cult-ural traits in many areas affect the way
services must be delivered to be culturally sensitive", the term traits
was felt to have a different connotation than is acceptable with respect
to culture (e.g. as inappropriate as "gender traits"). Also with
respect to 3.4, brief therapy shoul"d not be the only approach advocated
with immigrants and refugees.

LANGUAGE

In the general statement, national statistics may need to be
introduced rather than those that are related only to Manitoba, if the
document is to be used across Canada. A clear definition of "not. having
English language ability" is needed.

With respect to the use of interpreters, it was suggested that
some research has indicated that when a client has any English ability,
it is bette¡: to go without an interpreter. (Recent research from
Denmark regarding interpreters could be consulted.) Another obstacle to
the use of interpreters is that sometimes the service provider rejects
the interpreter. Several participants stressed that int.erpreters rmrst
be highJ.y trained and should not be volunteers when used in a
professional capacity. In addition, it was noted that clients need to
understand that interpreters are acting in a specialized role and are
bound by confidentiality. The difference between translation and
interpret.ation needs to be emphasized.

With regard to the employment of bilingual staff, a suggestion was
made that professionals who have a second language other than English or
French should also be recognized as having a language asset.
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5. PHYSTCAL/GEOGRAPHTC

Access to English rather than French services is generally assumed
to be required, but it is important to remember that some non-English
speaking inrnigrants and refugees already have attained fluency in French
as a second language.

With respect to Barrier 5.1 "Clients are unable to obtain
transportation to reach service settings", the remedy of offering home
visits to clients was of concern to some participants. Allowing the
service provider more flexibility Lo use or dismiss home visits may be
more appropriate. In addition, it was not clear that the volunteer
program mentioned as a remedy referred to a volunteer transportation
Program.

Regarding the remedy of posting symbols and other pictorial signs,
resources for agencies interested in producing signs and symbols would
be helpful.

6, OPERATIONAL

The general- statement and barriers were felt to be from the
client's, as opposed to the provider's, point of view. Some attention
should also be given to the provider who is overwhelmed by large
caseloads ! the use of group approaches might be incorporated here. A
question was raised as to how the last sentence of t-he general statement
is related to culture (e.g. a lot of clients may not be able to take
time off work).

Repetition of the remedies provided in 6.1 (related to telephone
reception) was suggested for 6.2 (waiting for appointments).

The need for agencies to be able to respond on a 24 t,o:ur basis was
raised. Agencies may have organizational options to in fact provide
more coverage rat.her than utilizing other agencies.

With respect to translation of forms, a cofltment was made that
translations rmrst be relevant to the culture. (..g. "Do you feel blue?"
may lose meaning in translation.) In addition, arrangements must be
made to translate information provided by a client on a form in another
language into English or French.

The last barrier in this section relates to delivery of service.
Some participants indicated discomfort with remedies which are
essentially approaches to therapy falling under the Operational category
as there seems to be a change in focus from earlier barriers in this
section. A new category may be in order, or perhaps a name change from
Operational to one such as Service Provision, Service Delivery, or
Programming.

It was also suggested that the extra time it takes to provide
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the extra costs involved,

fn addition, the title
immigrants and refugees when
improved title suggested was
Health Care.
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and client do not speak the same language, and
be noted in the document.

indicates the barriers are faced by
in fact they are "across the board". An
Quick Checklist of Barriers to Mental

ADMINISTRATTON

Several corments were made regarding Barrier 7.1 which indicates
t.hat services lack multicultural staff. One participant indicated that
the barrier is too narrowly defined, that the remedies suggested are
broad and sweeping, and the barrier should be broadened. Another
individual disagreed with the barrier completely, saying that hiring
multicultural staff may worsen a situation if ethnic staff are "dumped
on" and not all staff are made responsible to see a wide range of cl-ient
groups. It was also suggested that 7.1 be the second barrier presented
in this category, as 7.2's remedies (pertaining to culturally sensitive
service providers) *"y be easier to undertake immediately.

The issue of difficulty obtaining credentials was viewed as very
important and needing to be underscored in the document. The number of
immigrants and refugees involved may be quite smal1. The inabilit-y of
professionals to meet requirements should be reworded to place the onus
on the system, not the immigrant. Additional remedies were offered:
orientation of professionals prior to immigraÈion, service providers can
hire uncredentialled professionals in some capacities.

Under Barrier 7.5 (service providers lack information), it was
suggested that use should be made of existing data such as information
from immigration and settlement services, the Winnipeg area survey, the
Census, and other Statistics Canada surveys.

B. FINANCIAL

Although not specific to immigrants and refugees, it was noted
that the fact. that funding does not follow the client leads to
difficulty in accessing services.

QUICK CHECKLIST

The position of the Quick Checklist in the document was described
as potentially too far back. The checklist also tends to plaee emphasis
on barriers rather than remedies. An extended Table of Contents which
includes the remedies was suggested as an option

GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT THE DOCI.]MEMI

Many positive commenl:s were made about the document throughout
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including! well-written, clear, pulls together a lot of information and
serves as a framework, and well-referenced.

Some discussion occurred about the order of material in the
document with concerns voiced that Part I (the literature review) takes
time to go through, and may discourage readers who may make more use of
Part II. Suggestions made included switching Parts I and II, placing
Part I in an appendix, or physically separating the two parts and giving
snraller circulation to Part I. The Quick Checklist may be more useful
prior to Part II. Little negative feedback was obtained about the
location of the Glossary.

Two additional sections mentioned were a revised User's Guide
which would reflect the new organizatj.on of the document and a
conclusion which would discuss any future directions of the project.
The future directions might be described in the covering letter sent
when distributing the document. The "After the Door is Opened" report
would make a good companion document in distribution.

The document's audience was not clear to all participants and
needs to be specified at the beginning. Some found the style too
academic in nature, particularly in Part I.

Other general conunents made!

- The fact that the manifestations of mental health problems of
immigrants and refugees are the same as the rest of the population
should be stressed (perhaps as a pârt of the introducti,on to Part
II).

- Pictures and other illustrations will may be distracting if added
to the report, and the intended readership is used to receiving
information from words alone.

- fmmigrants and refugees have been grouped together as one as
though they have the same problems, yet this is not the case.
Also, not all immigrants or refugees have the same problems
(treated with a more monolithic approach than should be).

- The document does not specify the length of settlement addressed,
which has an impact on the barriers which are faced.

- Issues related to gender and age were not addressed.

- This document does not address the need for a more holistic
approach in services generally.
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Summary of Written Comment.s on the Draft Document

A total of 4 individuals responded in writing. With respect to the
specific corûnents made regarding barriers and remedies, there was little
overlap between the written coutrnents and those made at the focus groups.

General comments about the document

Comments indicated that the document is well-researched, easily
read , and cl ea¡: .

Two individuals made mention that. they would l-ike more focus on
the "how to" of the remedies.

One individual stressed the costs involved throughout in
implementation of the remedies.

General. comments about the barriers

- reasonable and practical
- introduction to the barriers section should indicate that the

intensity of barriers will be greater for inunigrants and refugees
who have cultural backgrounds that differ widely from Canadian
culture

Information barriers

1. I - some solutions may be too costly
- methods should be discussed with conrnunities to ensure

effec t i veness

7.2 - translation costs may be prohibitive

1.3 - regarding orientation programs for inunigrants and refugees,
are there sufficient resources to conduct classes, who will
pa¡ and how do you attract

Acceptability barriers

2.I - stigma is a major soeietal problem
- to reduce stigma, increase immigrants and refugees'

awareness that- a) nrental health problems are conmon in this

85
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societ.y and b) even in the client's culture, his or her case
is not unique

Cultural

3.2 - What if the family does not want to be involved in escort
programs ?

- Add in: Make assessment in client's home, if possible
3.5 - Concerns that religious leaders are not available in some

ethnocultural conununities. Qualify last 3 remedies with "if
possible".

Language

4.7 - Some ethnocultural communities do not have bilingual
professionals - qualify statement with "if possible".

Phvsical /eeoeraphic

5.1- - Transportation remains a problem in the urban area. ft is
still sometimes a long distance, even to coÍnnunity based
services.

5,2 - Existing resources may work.
- In some cultures, schools are not appropriate for mental

health services as they are too public for the clients to
feel comfortable.

Operational

6.1 - Do all clients have phones? Feel comfortable using them?
6.2 - Screening before seeing a psychiatrist may not be

appropriate for immigrants and refugees.
6.3 - Scheduling of "off hour" appointments is important, for all

clients.
6.5 - Research is needed to obtain data regarding the most

appropriate and effective service modalities

Administrative

7 .5 - I,tho will pay for the remedies

Omissions to the document

- The rural perspectivei There are some clients in rural areas and
there are extremely limited resources.
(fnis viewpoint was shared by a focus group participant who
indicated that very few immigrants and refugees settle in rural
areas ) .
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Other

- The number of ethnic groups in Manitoba is large, with sma1l
numbers in each group, which makes it difficult to make
therapeutic processes culturally sensitive for each grouP.

- Cultural patterns and issues within each group are sufficiently
diverse to make culturally sensitive therapy difficult to deliver
by non-indigenous therapists .
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HOW 10 USE THIS DOCTJ¡{ENI

This document is intended for mental health and social services
planners, managers, and evaluators who are interested in the
accessibility of services by inrnigrants and refugees. The aim is to
provide a thorough identification of the barriers faced by inunigrants
and refugees in accessing mental health services and practical
suggestions for reducing the barriers. The implementation of these
suggestions will increase accessibility not only for inunigrants and
refugees, but will likely have positive spin-off effects for many other
individuals.

If you would like to obtain a brief overview of the entire
document, read the IMRODUCTION inunediately following the TABLE OF

CONIENTS. Refer to the GLOSSARY for definitions of the major terms used
throughout the document.

The document- is essentially divided into two major parts.
The first part, BARRIERS AND REMEDIES, discusses barriers to mental
health services and ways of increasing accessibility. For a brief
sumrnary of all the barriers which are addressed in the document, refer
to the QUICK CHECKLIST 0F 30 BARRTERS which is at the beginning of PART
1 immediately following the Overview.

The second part of the document,
reviews the current literature related
mental health, and provides the reader
barriers and remedies.

A REVIEW OF THE LTTERATURE,
to immigrants, refugees, and
with the background to the
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to identify the barriers
experienced by inunigrants and refugees who seek mental health care, to
develop indices of culturally and linguistieally accessible mental
health services, and to catalyze efforts to increase the accessibility
of mental health and social services. The document is intended for use
by mental health and social services planners, managers, and evaluators,
but it is hoped that it wil1 also be useful for those involved with a
range of services which should be available to inunigrants and refugees.

Following a brief glossary of terms, the first major part of the
document provides the reader with a discussion of the potential barriers
which may be faced by inrnierants and refugees along with specific
recommendations to lower them. At the beginning of the first part is a
checklist which is intended to be used by planners, managers, and
evaluators as a quick guide for assessing their own organizations'
barriers arrd accessibility. It is meant to assist in bot-h planning new
programs, and evaluating and improving existing ones. The second part
of the documenl provides the reader with an overview of the policies,
demographic data, and research related to accessibility of mental health
and various counselling services by inunigrants and refugees.

The review of the research which was conducted at the beginning of
the project to serve as a base for the docr¡ment was comprehensive within
certain parameters. Bmphasis was placed on reviewing work completed in
the last decade and the review was confined largely to literature
produced in Canada and the United States. The intent of the project was
to address accessibility of mental health and social services by
immigrants and refugees, and thus care for Aboriginal groups, transient
migrants, temporary workers, and foreign students was excluded.

Although immigrants and refugees are generally mentioned together
in this document, it is important to recognize that the two groups have
experiences and problems which differ, and that not all immigrants nor
all refugees have the same experiences and problems. On the other hand,
it also must be noted that the manifestations of ment.al health problems
of inunigrants and refugees are the same as those of the rest of the
population, and that many of the difficulties related to accessibility
of mental health and social services are faced by the population at
large.

In addition to reviewing both published and unpublished works in
the area from across Canada and the United States, two local programs
that are reputed to be exemplary in their service provision to
immigrants and refugees were studied. Information was gathered about
the programs to assess the extent to which the hypotheses based upon
theoretical and/or studies conducted in geographically distant locales
were applicable in "real 1ife" situations at the local leve1. Although
descriptions of the programs are not presented in this document, the
content, particularly with respect to the recommendations, is partially
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based upon data obtained from these programs.

The draft document was also reviewed by a number of service
planners, managers, and evaluators, as well as individuals representing
various ethnocultural groups (See Appendix A for a list of names).
Comments were received in focus group sessions and in written
submissions, and were utilized in the finalization of this document.

It is clear to those involved with immigrants and refugees that
there are no easy answers to the many complex barriers and accessibility
issues related to mental health care. However, the thorough
identification of all the barriers and some of the possible solutions
will serve as a step toward creating more effective utilization of
mental. health and social services among immigrants and refugees as well
as the population at large.
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GLOSSARY

This glossary is intended to provide working definitions for
several of the frequently used terms in this documenL that have various
meanings both in ordinary use and in the mental health/social service
field. The terms are listed in alphabetical order, with a definition
and brief discussion of any issues relating to the term which are
relevant for this document.

Accessibility - refer's to the ease of entry to or use of a service.

The definitions provided by Punk and Wagnalls (19S2) include "the
state or quality of being approachable" or "attainable; obtainable".
Writers in the mental health field have also discussed the concept in
terms of the ease of getting to services (Stefl and Prosperi, 1985).
The term has also been used more broadly to include other attributes
sucÏ¡ as affordability, acceptability, and acconunodation. Although there
has been some lack of consistency in its definition, accessibility has
most frequently referred to ease of entry to and to use of the service,
and to something beyond the mere existence or availability of a service.
It is in this sense that the term is used in this document.

Availability - refers to the existence of a servrce.

A service can be available, but- not accessible. This would imply,
for example, that a service which is not equally easy for all
individuals to use exists in the conrnunity.

Barrier - something that hinders or restricts.

Barriers refer to obstacles which impede Progress but are not
necessarily impassable. These impediments may be physical (e.g. stairs
outside a building may obstruct the entrance for an individual in a

wheelchair) or circumstantial.
With respect to the health, social services, and mental health

fields, barriers have come to be defined in terms of multiple
attributes, and the conrnon ones relate to availability, accessibility,
acceptabiliÈy, and affordability (Stett & Prosperi, 1985).
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country of which he/she is not
residence.

Canada's frmnigration Act (L976) identifies three basic classes of
irmnigrants i

Ramily class - Canadian citizens or permanent residents of Canada
who are over 18 years of age may sponsor relatives from abroad
including, but not lirnited to, spouses, fiancé(e)s, unmarried
children, parents, and grandparents. Specific criteria for
sponsorship are outlined in Section 6 of the Act.

Convention refugees - based upon the definition set forth in the
United Nations Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status of
Refugees. See Refugee.

Inclependent. immigrants - assisted relatives other than members of
the family class, retirees, entrepreneurs, investors, self-
employed persons and others applying on their own initiative.
Speci.fic selection criteria are used in the assessment of
individuals applying for irmnigration in this class.

In this report it is recognized that "immigrant" may in fact refer
to all three classes of inunigrants, including Convention refugees. The
phrase "immigrants and refugees" therefore may technically have some
overlap but since "immigrant" in ordinary use does not- always include
refugees, the entire phrase is used in this report when all classes are
to be included.

It should be nol-ed that while non-refugee immigrants and refugees
have many commonalities, they also differ in ways that have important
implications for mental health and social services (Canadian Task Porce
on Mental Health fssues Affecting Immigrants and Refugees, 19BBa). For
example, an individual who has chosen to inrnigrate may have very
different needs and family supports than one who has been forced to flee
his/her home country and possibly experienced torture and/or life in a
refugee camp.

Mainstream - refers to the general population, rather than emphasizing
membership in a specific ethnocultural group.

The intent in this report is to define mainstream organizations as
those who offer services to the general population as opposed to being
geared prirnarily to serving one or more specific ethnocultural groups.
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Mental health and social services - institutional and con¡nunity-based
programs that provide counselling and related services for individuals
who have psychological and/or social problems.

These programs will include inpat.ient, outpatient, emergency,
andfor transitional services, which typically draw upon one or more
professional disciplines including psychiatry, soeial work, psychology,
and psyehiatric nursing (Barker , L987; Health and Welfare Canada, 1988).

Refugee - any individual who can be selected from abroad on hr¡manitarian
grounds in one of the three categories! Convention refugees, members of
a designated class, or refugees admitted under special hrmanitarian
measures.

The class of Convention refugees is based upon the definition rn
the United Nations Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status of
Refugees i

"any person, who, by reason of a r^¡ell-founded fear of persecution
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership in a
particular social group or political opinion, (a) is outside the
country of his nationality and is unable or, by reason of such
fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that
country, or', (b) not having a country of nationality, is outside
the country of his former habitual residence ancl is unable or, by
reason of such fear, is unwilling to return to that country.t'

Members of a designated class are individuals who are in need of
resettlement but who do not meet the definition of Convention refugee.
Designated classes are Indochinese (fro¡n Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam)
and political prisoners and oppressed persons (Chile, El Salvador, and
Guatenral a ) .

Special humalriLarian measures can be used to admit individuals who
do not meet other eligibility requirements. These include people who
have close relatives in Canada whose countries are encountering
emergency situations such as war or natural disaster. Primary
beneficiaries are citizens of Lebanon, Sri Lanka, fran, Guatemala, and
El Salvador. (Employment and Immigration Canada, 1989a, 1990).

Social services - see llental health and social services
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PART I: BARRTERS AND REMEDIES

Overview

In general, when discussing accessibility of services, attention
frequently turns to the Eypes and extent of barriers involved.
Identification of barriers is required to facilitate identification of
the potential remedies, or Ì^rays of reducing the barriers.

I,lhen all the research to date is compiled, it becomes apparent
that studies have identified many barriers to mental health services for
immigrants and refugees. Although there are several ways to group
barriers, the categorization outlined in Table 1 is used in this
document. The categorization is based upon the research in the area,
and input of a number of service providers and other individuals expert
in Lhe area of services to inunigrants and refugees. The dimensions of
access that relate to each category are noted in parentheses. A full
discussion of these dimensions is provided in Part fI: A Review of the
Literature.

TABLE ].

Cateeorization of Barriers

Barrier Category Dimensions of Access

1. Inf ormation/Outreach (accessibility, acccnrncdatfon)
2. Acceptability (acceptabilitv)
3 . Cul tura I (accønrxrdat ion)
4. tanguage (acceptability, acco:mþdation)
5. Physical/Geographical (accessibility)
6 . Operat i ona I (accønrodat ion, acceptabi I ity)
7. Administrative (accønrodation, acceptability)
B. Financial (affordability)

llithin each category, specific barriers that have been identified
in the literature are listed. For each barrier, potential remedies or
recommendations for reducing the barrier are provided. References are
provided to the published material utilized, although each listing also
takes into account other information gathered in the preparation of this
document.

As is discussed fu1ly in the review of the literature, there are
several policy and organizational options for providing services to
immigrants and refugees. Each of three options ("rmrlticulturalized"
organizations, specialized units, linkages) appears to be viable with no
demonstrated superiority of any one option. No one service approach is
barrier-free. The option chosen by an organization simply means that
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some barriers will need more attention than others and may need to be
addressed by different methods.

It should be noted that many of the barriers are faced not only by
inrnigrants and refugees, but also by the general population. However,
the intensity of these barriers is greater for inunigrants and refugees,
particularly for those whose cultural backgrounds differ widely from
Canadian culture. By implementing changes which reduce the barriers,
accessibility to mental health and social services will not only
increase for immigrants and refugees, but for all individuals in our
society.
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QUICK CHECKLIST OF 30 BARRIERS
to Mental Health Care

Por suggestions on how to deal rrith each of these barriers, see the similarly numbered
barrieiõ and potential remedies in Part I.

1. Information

1.1 fnrnigrants and refugees lack information about the availability of
specific services.

7.2 fnformation about services is in English only.

1.3 Immigrants/refugees lack information about services.

1-.4 Agencies lack information about services available to
immigrants/refugees.

1.5 Tlre general public lacks information about services to
immigrants/refugees.

2. Acceptability

2.7 Immigrants and refugees perceive stigma attached to mental health
services.

2,2 fmmigrants and refugees feel shame and fear what relatives may
think when seeking mental health services.

3. Cultural

3.1 Cultural coneeptions of mental health and mental illness influence
help-seeking patterns .

3.2 Clients and providers have dissimilar expectations about
communication.

3.3 Services are not culturally sensitive.

3.4 Providers are unfamiliar with various religious beliefs.

4. Language

4.1 Some clients lack ability to speak English or French.

4,2 Lack of ability to speak English or French affects a range of
services.
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5. Phvsical/Geoeraphic

5.1 Clients are unable to obtain transportation to services.

5.2 Clients may have difficulty travelling, or do not want to travel,
to services alone.

5.3 Too much time is involved in travel.

5.4 The large size of institutions may be overwhelming and confusing.

5.5 The physical environment may not fit with culturally sensitive
int.ervention.

6. Operational

6.7 Limited telephone recepLion (restricted hours/answering machines)
is often the case.

6.2 Too much waiting is involved in getting to appointments.

6.3 Cl.ients cannot always attend during business hours.

6,4 Porms used by clients are lengthy, confusing, in English,

6.5 Methods of service delivery are not appropriate for
imnri grant s,/refugees .

7. Administrative

7.t Services lack culturally sensitive staff.

7.2 Services lack mul.ticultural staff.

7.3 There is lack of sensitivity towards inunigrants/refugees in
planning and evaluation.

7.4 Services required by immigrants and refugees are fragmented.

7.5 Services lack information about inrnigrants/refugees needed to
administer.

8. Pinancial

B, I Inrnigrants and refugees may be unable to pay for services.

8,2 Immigrants and refugees may be unable to bear the indirect costs
associaLed with obtaining services.
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1. TNFORMATTON/OUTREACH

General Statement

Barriers related to information result from both lack of
information and misinformation. fnformation barriers refer to
difficulties in the flow of information from service providers to
clients, amorìg service providers (including both formal and informal
supports), and from clients to service providers. Some lack of
information, particularly to clients, is attributable to shortcomings in
the outreach efforts of service providers.

Lack of information and misinformation generally fa11 into five
major areas: immigrants and refugees do not know about the availability
of services, information is available only in English, potential clients
are not familiar with the service system in general, service providers
lack information (".g. about services, needs, impact of torture), and
lack of public awareness.

1.1 Barrier

fnnnigrants and refugees do not always know that services are
available or where they are located.

Potential Remedi

. Services should be publicized using methods that are likely to
reach immigrants and refugees I

- Utilize daily, local community, and ethnic newspapers.
- Obtain television and radio coverage (taIk shows,

advcrti sing) .

- Distribute brochures to other services used by imnrigrants
and refugees (".g. immigrant serving agencies, doctors'
offices and walk-in clinics, emplo¡rment services).

- Post brochures and utilize displays in locations such as
YM/YliCAs, schools, libraries, religious institutions,
communit¡' co1leges, universit-ies .

- Arrange for speaking engagements to ethnocultural
groups and English as a Second Language (gSl) classes.

r Addresses, phone numbers, and contact people must be clearly
presented regardless of the mode of publicity,

. Note that some rrethods of conununicating information may be more
effective with partjcular groups of immigrants and refugees, and
service providers may need to consult with ethnocultural groups or
other knowledgeable indjvidual.s to determine the most effective
met hods .
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1.2 Barrier

Information about services is in English on1y.

Potential Remedies

¡ Printed and other public relations materials (e.g. videotapes,
television advertising) must be available in translations.

¡ Printed materials should make considerable use of illustrations,
maps, etc.

. Translations of printed materials will be more effective with some
immigrants and refugees than others (e.g. depends on degree of
literacy, habit of reading to obtain information).

o Translations must take into account the literacy level of
ethnocultural group members in their own languages.

1.3 Barrier

Some immigrants and refugees may not understand mental health
service systems. There may be confusion about the nature of the
mental health services in general, the role of the individual
practitioner, and fears about immigration status or deportation as
a result of having mental health problems.

Potential Remedies

e Orientation programs are needed for immigrants and refugees that
provide basic information about the human services system. Mental
health and social service providers should collaborate with
immigrant serving agencies and ethnocultural groups to undertake
ori ent-aLion activities .

. Lectures or workshops conducted in settings such as hospitals,
community centers, public l-ibraries, and ESL classes should be
considered.

r Mental health ancl social services should attempt to present
themselves as more acceptable to immigrants and refugees by
rnodifying the way they portray themselves and disseminate
information.

7.4 Barrier

Individual agencies may lack information about other services that
are available to immigrants/refugees and about the needs of
immigrant,s and refugees. N<¡t all service providers are aware
enough of the prevalence and impact of traumatic events that are
experienced by some of their clients prior to iurnigration.
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Potential Remedies

. Agency brochures and information about services need to be
distributed regularly to other service providers.

. Incoming information about other services needs to be distributed
or circulated to administrative and direct service staff.

. fnter-organizational- networks need to be developed where they do
not exist and maintained to exchange information about immigrant
and refugee needs and services. The use of existing 1oca1
interagency groups and planning bodies should also be considered
as a vehicle for exchanging information.

. Develop an awareness of the cultural and language characteristics
of potential clients.

1.5 Barrier

The general public is not aware of available services for
immigrants and refugees. This limits the amount of "word of
mouth" information that could flow from friends, neighbours, etc.
to immigrants and refugees.

Potential Remedies

. Publicize available services (noting relevant larrguage
capabilities and culturally sensiti-ve practices) to the community
at large using met.hods including:

- Daily and local community newspapers.
- Radio aud television coverage.
- Speaking engagements at schools, businesses, universities.
- Posting of brochures andfor development of displays for

stores, shopping malls, medical services, religious
instit-utions , conrnutri ty centers , l ibraries , conrnuni.ty
colleges, universities.

References

The research used to ident ify relevant the
information/outreach barriers and rernedies includes; Brodsky
(1988), Canadfan Task Force (1988a), Doy Ie (1989), Doyle and
Visano (1987b), Flaskerud (1986), Hoang and Erickson (1985), and
Zane et al. (1982).
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2. ACCEPTASILTTY

General Statement

Lack of acceptability of mental health services is a primary
factor inhibiting service utilization for the population at 1arge, as
well as specifically for immigrants and refugees. Primary issues relate
to the stigma attached to having mental health problems and to receiving
services, and, especially for some immigrants and refugees, feelings of
fear and shame. fn addition, there is frequently a lack of trust in
authority figures (including service providers), especially for victims
of torture.

The stigma attached to receiving mental health services has
generally been difficult to change. fn some situations, it has been
possible to reduc-e the sLigma by defining the client's problems in terms
that are more acceptable to the potential client group than "mental
health problenrs". In many cultures, however, the prevalent attitude is
that personal or famJ l.y problems are not to be discussed outside of the
family.

2.1 Barrier

Thr: stigm¿-¡ attached to receiving mental health services is felt
acutely by immigrants and refugees.

Potent.ial Remed i.e..:

. Efforts generally made to reduce stigma should be given at least
as much emphasis in serving immigrants and refugees as with the
general population. For example!

- fncrease immigrant,/refugee knowledge of the Canadian
conception of mental health and the nature of mental health
services.

- Increase the awareness of immigrants and refugees that
mental health problems are common in Canadian society, and
that even with respect to their owrr culture, each case is
not unique.

- Take active steps against discrimination and prejudice such
as developing race relations and affirmative action
policies, and opportunities for education.

- Avoid the use of unnecessary "labelling" of clients.
- Be cautious to avoj.d stigmatizing names of services.
- Consider the incorporation of mental health services with

other more generally accepted services.
- Ensure privacy for clients when they receive services.
- Group approaches, particularly self-he1p groups, should be

considered.
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2.2 Barrier

Although also present in the population at large, feelings of
shame and fear of what relatives might think may be particularly
intense for some inrnigrants and refugees.

, Potential Remedies

. Incorporate family members, including extended kin network, in
mental health interventions. Attend to cultural expectations
regarding the nature of appropriate involvement.

r Assess the degree to which the indìvidual client's social network
beyond family and his/her ethnocultural couununity may impact on
intervention.

. Provide informatiou to ethnocultural conununities about available
mental health and social services (see Information/Outreach) and
obtain corrsultation about the ways in which services could be
defined in order to be culturally acceptable. Close contact with
immigrant and refugee communities is needed to ensure adequate
understanding of various cultures' views of mental health.

References

Research used in the acceptabflity category incÏudes:
Beiser (1988), Boehnlein (1987), Canadian Task Force (1988a),
Doyle and Visano (1987b), Egawa, Tashinn, and Murase (1981),
Flaskerud (1986), Health and Welfare Canada (1988), Henry and
Accqnrpdation (1985), and Quan (1987).
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3. CTJLITJRAL

General Statement

Many efforts to address the general issue of accessibility to
services and categorize barriers have not taken culture into
consideraLion. However, cultural barriers are now among the most
commonly cited barriers regarding access to mental health services by
minorities and by innnigrants and refugees.

Issues related to differing conceptions of health and mental
health, expectations related to the helping process, cultural beliefs,
and communication styles have far-reaching implications for the delivery
of culturally accessible services to inrnigrants and refugees.

3.1 Barrier

Cultural conceptions of mental health and mental illness influence
attitudes towards and utilization of mainstream mental health
services, other formal and informal services, and natural support
s.ystems.

Potential Remedies

¡ Educale service providers regarding various cultural conceptions
of health, mental health, and mental illness.

. Liaise with natural support networks in ethnocultural conrnunities
to understand needs and perceptions of the communities related to
mental health.

' Respect differing beJ-ief systems and be open to exploring clients'
experiences and behaviours in view of their beliefs.

. Increase the awareness of immigrants and refugees regarding
Canadian conceptions of health, mental health, and service systems
as needed.

. Use or refer to religious leaders, traditional healers, and other
supports identified by specific communities as feasible.

3.2 Barrier

Expectations regarding styles of consnunication between service
providers and immigrant/refugees may not be similar.

- A service provider may expect verbal expressiveness; a
client from some cultural backgrounds may utilize nonverbal
commurrication and silence.

- A service provider may expect a formal, distant relationship
with cljents; some clierlts may anticipate informality and
exchange of personal information, while others may be
reserved.
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Potential Remedies

o Be aware of conununication styles unique to the cultural background
of the immigrant/refugee client, and make adaptat.ions as necessary
and feasible.

. Utilize therapists who share the cultural background of the
client.

o Use co-therapists or paraprofessionals from the client's cultural
background.

3.3 Barrier

In many areas cultural background affects the way services rmrst be
delivered to be culturally sensi.tive. Areas in which an
immigrants and refugees may differ gr:eatly from the service
provider includei

- beliefs about the family
- nature of interpersonal relationships (e.g. formal versus

informal )
- attitudes towards sexuality and gender roles
- attitudes towards age

beliefs about "being" (Eastern) versus "doing" (Western) and
the impact on sense of urgency and punctuality

- values placed on traits such as passivity, dependency
Lack of familiarity with cultural traits may lead to inaccurate
assessment results and erroneous judgments in intervention (e.g.
mi.sreading facial expressions or affect during conversation).

Potential Remedies

¡ Educate staff in cultural beliefs of ethno-cultural groups
commonly encountered in clientele. In light of the afórementioned
barriers, consider the following:

- Are families viewed as patriarchal or matriarchal? What is
the leve1 of importance attached to the nuclear family? to
the extended family?

- What manner characterizes interpersonal relationships?
fnformal, formal? Reserved, outgoing?

- I,lhat is the attitude towards sexuality (..g. some cultures
urge modestyj approaches to discussing topics related to sex
must be indirect)?

- Will therapists who are of a different gender than the
client be acceptable?

- How will the gender of the therapist influence acceptance of
therapy content?

- What value is attached to dependency, assertiveness,
individualism, loyalty, and other relevant traits?
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. fndividualize client assessments and interventions in order to
avoicl risks related to oversensitivity to cultural differences
(u.e. not all difficulties in therapy are related to cultural
differences), inattention to intracultural differences, and the
assumption that all clients are equally invested in their cultural
background.

. Ensure access to cultural interpreters and other resources on an
as needed basis to augment staff training and address information
needs pertaining to infrequently encountered cultural backgrounds.

. Utilize bicultural staff.
r Build initial rapport and trusting relationships with clients, and

recognize that this may take a considerable amount of time.
r One cannot assume that all irmrigrant and refugee clients will

benefit from the same therapy approach. Active, brief therapy
approaches are commonly advocated in the literature relat-ed to
intervention for immigrants and refugees. Interventions that are
relatively directive, irmediate, and activity based are frequently
suggested as they may be congruent with cl.ients' expectations
regarding assistance and include practical measures that are
perceived to be relevant. Additional research is needed to obtain
more data about, the most appropriate and effective modalities.

3.4 Barrier

Lack of familiarity with religious beliefs leads to inaccurate
diagnoses and inappropriate intervent.ion. Religious beliefs
influence beliefs about health and mental health, and the
subsequent use of services.

Potential Remedies

. Educate staff in religious beliefs conunonly encountered in
clientele.

. Utilize religious leaders as consultants if possible.
o Work along with religious leaders/traditional healers as feasible.
¡ Refer clients to religious leaders/traditional healers as

appropriate.
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TANGUAGE

General Statement

Along with cultural barriers, language barriers are the most often
cited in the literature related to immigrant and refugee mental health.
Bridging the gap between client and service provider begins with the
ability to corrununicate in a shared language or through an interpreter.
Some difficulties in using bilingual staff and interpreters have
increasingly been identified, with specific recommendations regarding
t-he appropriate use of interpreters and bilingual staff gradually being
provided.

The emphasis placed on providing linguistically accessible
services will likely remain a necessity as only 4L% to 54% of all
inrnigrants to Manitoba in the 1980s had a knowledge of English
(Employment and Immigration Canada, 1989b). In the refugee/designated
class category of irunigration, only 74% reported having knowledge of one
or both of the official languages. Access to English rather than French
services is generally assumed to be required, but it is also important
to remember that some non-Bnglish speaking immigrants and refugees are
fluent jn French as a secoud language.

4.L Barrier

Lack of ability to speak English or Frenr:h leads to difficulties
in communicating with service providers.

Potential Remedi

Employ bilingual staff when available for languages spoken by
large proportions of clients. Bilingual staff have the potential
added advantage of understanding a client's culture. Bilingual
professionals who have a second language other than English or
French should be recognized as having a language asset. However,
having bilingual workers on staff is not feasible for meeting all
language needs, nor do all clients wish to be seen by a member of
their ethnocultural community.
Develop a resource pool of bilingual professionals who could
provide direct services on a fee-for-service basis.
Ut-ilize interpreters. Interpreters should be highly trained and
should not be volunteers when used in a professional capacity.
With respect to the use of interpreters, be aware of the
following:

- Interpreters must be accessible during the same hours as
services are provided (e.g. inpatient programs need 24 hour
accessibility).

- An interpreter may be needed even if there appears to be a
common language between client and worker if the language
ability is insufficient to permit connnunication of feelings.

4.
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Speaking in a second language may require such effort that
information provided is brief or emotions are inaccurately
transmitted.
Potential interpreters rrust have some mental health
training: e.g. understanding of counselling process,
knowledge of psychiatric, medical and psychological
terminology, awareness of confidentiality issues.
fnterpretation involves not only translation of words from
one language into another, but also the transmission of the
connotative meaning, particularly in view of the potential
cultural differences between client and worker.
Interpreters should not be untrained translators obtained on
short-notice, or family members such as children who are put
in an awkward position (".g. having too much information,
control, responsibility) .

Clients should be made aware that interpreters are acting in
a specialized role and are bound by confidentiality.
Arguments have been made that interpreters should not- be
volunteers, and that payment will lead to more highly
trained and more accessible interpreters.
Training for interpreters may include workshop-style
instruction, observation of experienced, trained
interpreters, and on-the-job interpretation under
supervi sion .

In some situations, it may be important for the client and
interpreter to be of the same sex. Differences in the
client's and interpreter's characteristics such as age,
ethnic group, social class, and political stance should be
considered, as similar language alone does not imply there
will be a trust between the individuals.

4.2 Barrier

Immigrants and refugees are
if they are unable to speak

Potential Remedies

a

I

unable to obtain a variety of services
English or French.

Be aware of available English-language training programs.
Develop or obtain a list of professionals and services in the
conrnunity with various linguistic abilities in order to assist in
referring clients.
Be aware of services Lhat use interpreters and how to assist
clients in obtaining interpreters.
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5. PHYSICAL/GEOGRAPHIC

General Statement

When facilities are inconveniently located, or have deterring
physical characteristics, lack of client use in the general population
is a result. For inrnigrants and refugees, barriers in the
physical/geographical category generally relate to transportation
difficulties, time involved in travelling, and feelings of diseomfort
related to physical features such as large size of institutions, the
presence of a majority of other racial/ethnic groups, unfamiliar
surroundings, and a cold, sterile atmosphere.

5.1 Barrier

Clj.ents are unable to obtain transportation to reach service
settings.

Potential Remedies

. Locate services in the connnunity where clients 1ive, preferably
being within walking distance.

r Locate services so that they are easily accessible using public
transportation (".g. near major bus routes).

. Inclividual providers may wish to offer appointments to clienl.s in
thej-r homes as feasible and appropriate.

¡ Provide services in conrnunity centers and other local facilities.
¡ Develop a volunteer transportation program.

5.2 Barrier

Potential irrnigrant and refugee clients may have difficulty
travelling, or do not want to travel, to services alone.

Potential Remedies

. Encourage family members to be a part of the intake and treatment
Process.

¡ Adopt referral/escort practices in which providers assist clients
in obtaining other services. Clients may be accompanied by a
worker (or by someone from an ethnocultural comrmrnity or inunigrant
serving agency) for at least the initial contact, and the worker
may be involved in providing language/cultural interpretation to
the other service.

¡ Give insLruction to clients as needed regarding travel.
. Complete assessments and provide services in clients' homes as

feasible and appropriate.
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5.3 Barrier

Too much time is spent in travel by clients to obtain services or
by workers to make home visits.

Potential Remedies

. Locate the services in the clientst conurunity.
r Use existing local facilities such as corrìrnunity centers, religious

institutions, and schools. Take into account the degree to which
the specific type of facility will be acceptable to various
ethnocultural comnunities .

5.4 Barrier

The large size of institutions can be confusing and overwhelmrng,
leading to lack of utilization of services by immigrants and
refugees.

Potential Remedies

r Locate services in sma1l facilities or other familiar conununity
structures.

. Post multilingual signs andfor use s¡rmbols/pictures in larger
institutions in key areas such as entrances, information desks,
waiting rooms, to provide basic information about the services.

. Provide magazines in waiting rooms in languages used by clients.
¡ Use volunteer hosts and guides to greet and direct clients.

5.5 Barrier

Physical spaces may not be conducive to providing culturally
appropriate services (".g. rooms too small to allow for family
members ) .

Potential Remedies

¡ Take into account interventions which will be culturally sensitive
for immigrants and refugees and plan space accordingly.

r Ensure a warm and pleasant atmosphere to foster social
interaction.

r Arrange space in rooms so that it is eulturally comfortable.
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6. OPERATTONÄ-L

General Statement

The operational category of barriers refers to characteristics of
the day-to day contact of the service with clients that reduce its
accessibility. This category includes barriers related to procedures
for obtaining services, as well as to therapeutic approaches.

As with many of the barriers, operational barriers are faced by
the general client population. However, they are more acute for some

immigrants and refugees due to cultural factors and their situational
circumstances. For example, an immigrant/refugee may be less accustomed
to waiting to see a worker or may be less able to take time off work to
attend appointments.

6.1 Barrier

Telephone reception servi.ces are limited in terms of their hours
of availabili ty and use of answering machines may be difficult for
inrnigrants and refugees.

Potential Remedies

. Provide telephone reception services beyond normal business hours
(up to 24 hour coverage if feasible/warranted).

. If it is apparent that the client or caller cannot speak the
Ianguage, make arrangements for a bilingual staff or interpreter
to take the call or phone back.

. Utilize answering services, rather than answering machines as
feasible.

. If using an answering machine, familiarize new clients with its
hours of operation and, if needed, review procedures for
respond ing .

6.2 Barrier

Waiting for appointments may be very unfaniliar to inunigrants and
refugees, and difficult for some whose tendency may be to wait
until a crisis develops before seeking services.

Potential Remedies

. llhere feasible, use group andfor short-term intervention
approaches to increase service capacity.

. Limit the time required to obtain an appointment. For example,
have an early intake interview even if services must be provided
somewhat later.
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r When a long waiting period is involved prior to receiving an
appointmenl., provide information about other services available
(".g. crisis services) and, if possible, organize ethnocultural
connnunity supports while clients are waiting.

r Limit the waiting time in the office.
. Accommodate walk-in clients in some manner (obtain referral

information, provide agency brochure, arrange for client to be
seen, et.c.).

o Stress cancellation of appointments in advance so that ot.her
clients can be acconunodated.

. Provide telephone reception services beyond normal business hours
(up to 24 hour coverage if feasible and warrant.ed).

o Emphasize prevent.ion strategies.

6.3 Barrier

Immigrant. and refugee clients are not always able to attend
appointments scheduled during regular business hours as a result
of factors such as employment, attendance at educational programs,
and lack of alternate child care.

Potential Remedies

. Provide some regular evening and/or weekend services as scheduling
"off hour" appointments is important for all clients.

o Be flexible in scheduling appointments with clients.

6.4 Barrier

Forms that clients must complete are often long and confusing, and
in Bnglish only.

Potential Remedies

. Simplify and shorten forms.

. Offer individual assistance to clients in completing forms (e.g.
additional explanation, translation) .

. Utilize translation of forms for l-anguages commonly spoken by
clients. Translations of the forms must be made relevant to the
culture (".g. "Do you feel blue?" may lose meaning if directly
translated),

¡ Arrangements must be made to translate information provicled by a
client in another language into English or Prench so it can be
read by other staff as needed.
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6.5 Barrier

The procedures used in delivering services may not be appropriate
for immigrant and refugee clients.

Potential Remedies

. fncrease the ability to provide bilingual/bicultural services at
the intake/reception level.

. Allow for the necessary time needed to build rapport with clients.
¡ Take into account the extra time and costs involved in providing

services when the provider and client do not speak the same
language in planning and budgeting for services.

¡ Obtain detailed past histories and address areas such as life in
the homeland, experiences during migration/escape, refugee camp

experiences, and adjustment to Canada, as well as discussing
current problems and concerns about the future.

e Depending on their cultural backgrounds, immigrants and refugees
may initially focus on somatic complaints. The use of
pharmacotherapy, or social and psychological interventions that
are targeted at somatic presentations, should be considered to
bring intervention more in line with cultural expectations.

e Cultural differences must be taken into account in planning
service delivery (..g. medical versus psychotherapeutic model;
hierarchical versus egalitarian cou¡rselling relationships).

. Incorporate cli.ent advocacy services as a part of mental health
intervention (e.g. escorting clients to other services, providing
concrete types of assistânce such as translation).

o Mental health and social services should be closely integrated
with health and other services such as English language training,
education, and employment.
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7. ADMINISTR,A.TIVE

General Statement

fn contrast to the barriers related to the day-to-day operation of
a service, administrative barriers are those that relate to governance,
overall management, policies, planning and evaluation. Researchers have
stressed the importance of taking a comprehensive approach to increasing
accessibility, rather than changing only one aspect of a service.

To reduce administrative barriers, all aspects of services should
be addressed including personnel policies, staff training,
board/advisory group composition, data needs, and interagency
collaboration.

7 .l Barrie¡:

Inrnigrants and refugees have l-imited access to culturally
sensitive service providers.

Potential Remedies

. Ensure that cross-cultural training of staff is a priority and
that inservice programs are ongoing and have mandatory attendance
reqrri rements .

. Canadian-born service providers should be sensitized to
immigration and escape experiences as a part of cross-cultural
training.

. Liaise wit.h other services regarding the possibilities of joint or
reeipr:ocal staff training.

. Increase resource materials available to staff relevant to cross-
cultural mental health services (".g. books, journals, culturally-
sensitive assessment and therapeutic tools).

¡ Advocate for cross-cultural training to be a part. of the academic
preparation for professionals. Consider establishing
prerequisites for entering field placements such as training in
cross-cultura1 issues.

7 .2 Barrier

Services lack multicultural staff which may enhance the ability to
meet the needs of immigrants and refugees.

Potential Remedies

. Adopt recruitment and hiring policies that increase the number of
bilingual/bicultural staff and increase the cultural diversity in
staff. Organizations must. ensure that such bilingual/bicultural
staff are not overly depended upon to the exclusion of developing
cultural sensitivity in all staff,
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Provide flexibility in the geographical boundaries and other
limitations to service placed on bilingual/bicultural staff (".e.
can serve a client from a different area of the city or age
group) .

Integrate foreign-trained professionals and paraprofessional-s in
the service system. The availability of ethnic mental health
professionals has been limited by professional licensing and
registration requirements, and the difficulties that inunigrants
and refugees encounter in obtaining credentials has become an
important issue. Possible actions include the orientation of
professionals prior to inrnigration', advocating for the broadening
of criteria for licensure, increasing the opportunities for
training for immigrants and refugees, and hiring uncredentialled
professionals in some capacities.
Utilize "culture brokers" to assist in bridging cultural gaps
bet.ween clients and workers. Culture brokers (Canadian Task
Force, 1988a) are individuals who can explain professional jargon
and attitudes to a client while helping staff to understand the
c1 ient's culture.

7.3 Barrier

There is a lack of sensitivity towards immigrants and refugees in
the planning, management, and evaluation of services.

Potential Remedies

Bnsure representation fronr culturally diverse grouPs on boards,
advisory groups, and in management staff.
Involve immigrant.s and refugees in planning and evaluating servic

es.
Arrange for training of board/advisory group members in cross-
culttrral and inrnigrant/refugee issues.
Utilize needs assessment information related to immigrant and
refugee communities that fal1 within the agency's mandate and
catchment area.

7.4 Barrier

Services required by immigrants and refugees are fragmented, and
collaboration among service providers, and between the formal and
informal network, is inadequate.

Potential Remedies

Develop linkages with other service providers regarding
immigrant/refugee needs and services.
Increase collaboration with informal support networks (e.g. use
regular linkages with ethnocultural groups).
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r fn policies which address referrals to other agencies, facilitate
workers' abilities to provide adequate follow-uP (e.c. support the
time involved, escort practices).

7.5 Barrier

Service providers lack information needed in planning and
administering culturally sensitive services for inrnigrants and
refugees.

Potential Remedies

o Conduct needs assessments of immigrant/refugee conrnunities
particularly in relation to services required, outreach, and
publicity techniques.

. Utilize existing data sources regarding immigrant and refugee
commt¡nit ies .

. Determine information needs regarding clients and develop
efficient data retrieval systems.

¡ Increase the communication between service providers, researchers,
and policy makers.

¡ Share exist-ing practical resource materials with other service
providers to avoid unnecessary re-invention of new materials of
new materials and approaches for developing culturally sensitive
services.

. Publicize efforts to make services culturally sensitive through
presentations at conferences, provision of workshops, and
publications.

r Evaluate rrtilization of ser:vices by immigrants and refugees.
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8. FINANCIAL

General Statement

Financial barriers experienced by immigrants and refugees in
accessing mental health and social services relate to both the fees
direetly eharged by the services and the indirect costs incurred as a
result of obtaining services. fndirect costs include those pertaining
to child care, time off work, and transportation.

Researchers in the United States have found that lack of
affordability of mental heatt.h services is the dominant barrier for the
population at large. Although the affordability barrier may be lessened
in Canada as a result of universal health care p1ans, not all mental
health and social services are covered. Moreover, immigrants and
r:efugees often do not have extended employment-related health insurance
which may provide some additional benefits with respect to mental health
and social services. The fact that funding does not follow the client
also leads to difficulty in accessing services.

8.1 Barrier'

Immigrants and refugees may be unable to pay for services.

Potential Remedies

o Refer clients t.o other services consistent with their insurance
coverage and ability to pay for services.

. Ensur:e that clients have adequate information about fees for
services, and procedures for obtaining subsidies or insurance
benefits if applicable.

. Sensitize funders to the mental health needs of immigrants and
refugees to increase resources to defray costs,

8.2 Barrier

Tnunigrants and refugees may be unable to bear the indirect costs
associated with obtaining mental health and social services.

Potential Remedies

¡ Reduce indirect transportation costs by locating services within
walking distance of clients' residences, making home visits,
anðfor subsidizing public transportation costs (".g. providing bus
tickets).

e Reduce cl¡i1d care costs by providing on-site care or facilitating
use of a nearby day care.

. Arrange appointments with clients so they do not have to take time
off work without pay.
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PART II: A RBVIEW OF THE TITER-ATTJRE

The purpose of this literature review is to address topics which
are relaÈed to mental health care and social services for immigrants and
refugees. The initial two sections on un¡lticulturalism and iuunigration
give an overview of the changing attitudes, policies, and demographics
in Canada which impact in a global way on mental health services.
Sections on cross-cultural counselling and access and barriers to
services sunrnarize developments in the attempts to provide culturally
appropriate and accessible services. Finally, research directly
pertaining to mental health needs of and services for inrnigrants and

refugees is presented.

Multi culturalism

Canada has been described as a land of irmnigrants throughout its
history (Dickenson, I975). Although Canada's people have always
included many cultures, in the first fifty years of Confederation all
individuals were basically expected to assimilate into the Anglo-
Canadian culture (Task Porce on Multiculturalism, 19BB). The initial
appearance of a cultural mosaic became evident in the 1920s.
Subsequently a gradual erosion of Anglo conformism took place, but
official support for cultural diversity remained minimal until. the
1 960s .

In 1971, multiculturalism was officially inaugurated with the
introduction of a federal policy. The first legislation which directly
recognized the multiculturalism policy was the 1982 Canadian Charter of
Riehts and Freedoms of the Constitution Act. Multiculturalism has
increasingly become a part of Canadian society in a number of pieces of
legislation including the Canadian Multiculturalism Act passed in 1988
(sheridan, 1989).

F,fforts by individual provinces to develop specific provincial
policies and legislation with respect to multiculturalism have varied
considerably. Officially, rmrlticulturalism was recognized in Manitoba
as early as 1970 when the provincial government clearly indicated its
support for the Manitoba cultural mosaic (Task Force on
Multiculturalism, 19BB). Following a series of initiatives related to
multiculturalism in the 1970s and 1980s, the Manitoba government
published Manitoba's Policv for a Multicultural Societv in 1990.

Across Canada, however, multiculturalism policies have had a

limited effect on educational and service-oriented institutions. Many

Canadians are not aware of the principles espoused in the policies and
there conLinues to be a gap between the ideals stated in the policies
and actual attitudes or behaviour. As noted by the Canadian Task Force
on Mental Health Issues Affecting Immigrants and Refugees (19BBa), more
public education is needed regarding the benefits of cultural pluralism
as well as the contributions of immigrants and refugees.
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Immigration

National Trends

At the time of the first national- census in 1871, the rnajority of
the Canadian population was of British ancestry (Friesen, 1985). The
peak of European iurnigration occurred between 1896 and 1914, and at that
time, most of the immigrants were British. Since then, inunigration has
largely been reflective of a "swinging door" policy which opened when
labour was in demand and closed when jobs and assistance were needed.

The two World Wars and the Depression of the 1930s greatly reduced
immigration and during this period immigrants from northern and western
Europe were virtually the only ones permitted to enter Canada. After
World War II, the immigration policy was relaxed to include primarily
southern and eastern Europeans, and a second surge of European
immigration occurred.

In the 1960s racial barriers were eliminated from inunigration laws
and immigrants began to arrive from Third World countries. The most
recent- immigration legislatiorr is the 1976 fnrnieration Act which
promotes nor-r-discrimination and family reunification, describes Canada's
obligations to refugees and outlines demographic, economic, social, and
cultural goa1s.

Immigratiorl patterns over the years have significantly changed
the ethnic proportions in the total population since the first census.
Table 2 provides â summary of the changing ethnic patterns (Dreidger,
1989; Ledoux & Pendakur, 1990; White, 1990).

ÎABLE 2

Ethnic Origins of Canadian Population

Year of Census

187 1

I 986

Bri tish French British&French Other Ethnic

672

J+/o

37z"

Z4 /a

87"

t
37%eq

Note. Prior to 1981, multiple ethnic responses were not permitted.
^One third of this group also reported Bnglish and/or French origins

Ethnic patterns in Canada will continue to change as recent
iurnigrants have largely come from non-European countries. In the period
from 1981 to 1986, 43% of immigrants were from Asia, and 20% from South
a¡rd Central America, the Caribbean, and Africa (White, 1990).

Canada also has a history of providing assistance to refugees and
since Worlcl War fI approximat-ely half a million refugees have resettled
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in Canada. In t-he 1960s and 1970s, generally less than 2000 refugees
entered annually. However, beginning in L979 there ÌÁIas a large increase
in the number of refugees and, in 1989 alone, over 34,000 were admitted.
According to the U.S. Committee for Refugees (cited in Filion, 1990),
Canada has the second highest rat.io of refugees to total population in
the world (preceded only by Sweden and matched by Australia).

According to the Immieration Act, levels of inunigration were to be
established annually. Recently, however, the federal government has
introduced a five-year plan for immigration and announced that
immigration would increase to 220,000 in.1991, and then to 250,000
annually until 1995 (Employment and Inrnigration Canada, 1990). In terms
of future projections, in addition Lo the increased levels of
immigration, it is also important to stress the changes in source
countries of immigrants. In contrast to the primarily European
inunigration which existed up until the 1970s, by the mid 1980s almost
three-quarters of the total number of in¡rnigrants came from Asia, Africa,
and Latin America

Demographic shift.s have also been occurríng with the percentage of
the Canadian population borrt in the Third World having risen
corrsiderably fronr .6% twenty years ago to 57, ín 1986. In 1988, Siuunons
pr:edicted Lhat by 2010 this percentage will increase to LO% (cited in
Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, 1989). In addition, based
upon the immigration, emigration, fertility, and mortality levels of
1981-1986, the population has been projected to be 20% foreign born by
2015 (Beaujot and Rappak, cited in Social Planning Council of Ottawa-
Carleton, 1989). There will be an accompanying shift in the influence
and centrality of European ethnic groups due to their relative decline
in size.

As noted by the Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carletorr (1989):
The impact of these population dynamics may be expected to
place a greater strain on immigrant aid organizations,
increase the need for language classes, culturally sensitive
i.nterpretation, anti-discrimination education and increase
pressure from visible minority groups for access to
mainst-ream services and participation in Canadian society.
(p.1s)

Ì4aníLoba's Trends

As a general rule Manitoba has received its share of the national
number of immigrants based on the province's proportion of the total
Canadian population (Manitoba Family Services, 1989). For the last two
decades, Manitoba's populatj.on has been 4% and 5% of the total Canadian
population. Inunigration intake for Manitoba has been approximately 4%

of the Canadian total during the last ten years, with a slight reduction
¡o just over 3% in the late 1980s (Employment and Irmnigration Canada,
1989b). During the last decade, international. immigration to Manitoba
has ranged from a low of approximately 3,400 in 1985 to a high of
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approximately 7,700 in 1980. The provincial governmenL has supported
the federal policy of moderate, controlled growth in inrnigration for
1990.

The shift in the source countries at the provincial level has been
similar to the national pattern, with the dominant sources since 1986
being the Philippines ( 16%) , Poland (IOZ), Hong rone (8%), and vietnam
(7Z"). With respect to categories of immigration, the number of
immigrants jn the famil1.'and independent classes in 1989 totalled just
over 4,100. The number of refugees (including Convention refugees and
members of designated classes) has increased steadily in the last few
years with almost 1,900 refugees arriving in 1989.

Tt¡e vast majority of immigrants who came to Manitoba in 1989 were
destined for Winnipeg (91%). fn order of decreasing frequency, other
destinations rvere Brandon (2%), Thompson (0.9%), Winkler (0.7%), and
Steinbach (0.5"/,). The other 4.9% of immigrants went to other
destinations jn Manitoba including centers such as Selkirk, The Pas,
Port-age La Prairie, and Flin Flon with less than .2% each (Manitoba
Fauri 11' Servicer¡; , 1989 ) .

The changing source count.ries and general growt-h in inrnigratiorr
means that the province wi11 continue to increase its cultural
diversity. The increasingly multicultural nat-ure of Manitoba has
implications for a wide range of services, including those offered by
mental hcalth and socjal service agencies.

Cross-cultural Counsel,l-ins

Along with the increasing emphasis towards multiculturalisln rn
Canadian society in general, there has been a growing trend toward the
provision of a wide rarrge of services in a manner that is consistent
with the client's cultural background. Researchers and practitioners in
a number of fields including health, education, and social services have
increasingly attended to cultural factors in service delivery in the
last trvelrty )'ears. Although "multicull-rrralism" has been coined as a

result of Canadian usage (Department of Secretary of State, 1987), other
countries, particularly the United States, have also experiencecl a surge
of interest in developing "cross-cultura1" counselling and therapy since
.the mid-1960s (Lonner, 1985).

The professional li.terature in the areas of multicultural and
cross-cultural services has also grown r+ith many new journals
specializing in the field. At the beginning of the 1970s, there were
virtually no books on the topic of counselling and culture, and now
there are many (".g. Pedersen, 1985i Pedersen, Draguns, Lonner, &

Trimble, 1989 i Sue, 1981) .

According to Draguns (1989), cross-cultural corrnselling has
generally provoked little controversy, and the notion of modifying
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needs of culturally different clients
ly speaking, proponents of cross-
following basic assumptionsl

sJrmptoms var1es

be able to translate
goals for individual

The counselling process becomes more comPlicated as the gap
between the counsellor and the client increases.

Beliefs about the nature of the helping Process are
cultural.

The frequency of specific complaints and
between cultural groups.

Cult-urally sensitive counsellors need to
cultural characteristics into subjective
c1 ients .

Cross-cultura1 research, however, has been limited in deriving
empirically based guidelines for practitioners as to when and how
culture should be taken into consideration for specific cultural groups
(Lopez & Hernandez, 1986). In addition, qualitative, culture-specific
differences in s¡rmptomatology have only been comprehensively analyzed in
a few instances in the literature.

Âccess and Barriers to Mental Health Services

Consjderable research has beer¡ devoted to estimating mental health
needs in the general population as well as to the study of mental health
service utilization. The Canadian Mental Health Association has
estimated that one-third of Canadians suffer from significant emotional
problenrs at some point in their lives, and that for oue in six Canadians
(17%), these problems will be severe enough to require professional
assistance (Manitoba Health Organizations fnc., 1990). In tl¡e United
States, estimates have been comparable, with the federal government
reporting that 15% of the U.S. population requires mental health care at
any given time (Stefl & Prosperi, 1985).

fn many social service and mental health systems, there is a large
gap between the estimate of the need for services and the actual rate of
service utilization. Researchers in Canada and the United States have
reported that approximately one out of five individuals who need mental
health care receive formal, specialized mental health services (Canadian
Task Foree, 1988ai Stefl & Prosperi, 1985). Studies pertaining to
specific subpopulations such as inunigrants and refugees have indicated
that they use formal mental health care to even a lesser extent
(Canadian Task Force, 19BBbi Munroe-Blum, Boyle, Offord, & Kates, 1989).

The gap between need and service utilization is often assumed to
be related to difficulties with access to services, and attention then
turns to the types and extent of barriers which may influence access
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(stett & Prosperi, 1985). The importance of focusing on access and
identification of barriers has been stressed by researchers as central
to meeting clients' needs (Doyle & Visano, 1987b).

Although the concept of access has frequently been discussed with
respect to service utilization, the term is ambiguous and has been used
in various ways by researchers and policy makers. Standard definitions
of access in the program evaluation literature have included both the
entry and continuation of clients in programs. Rossi and Freeman
(1989), for example, described access as referring to "the structural
and organizational arrangements that facilitate participation in the
program"(p. L97), In contrast, other researchers and planners have
argued that access and utilization are two different components of
service use, and that access refers to functions occurring prior to the
actual delivery of services (Doyle & Visano, 1987b).

In a study devoted to the definition of access in health policy
and services, Penchansky and Thomas (1981) found from their review of
the literature that access was most frequently described as relating to
an individual.'s ability to enter into or make use of a service system.
Similarly, Donabedian (1973) had previously described accessibility as
not only concerned "with the propensity to seek care but with a 'l.ack of
fit'even when the source of care and the client are brought together"
(p. 424).

Penchansky and Thomas proposed that access is in fact a general
concept composed of the five dimensions of availability, accessibility,
accommodation, affordabiìity, and acceptability. Although they
acknowledged that these dimensions are difficult to separate, the
follorring descriptions were giveni

Availability - pertains to the adeguacy of the supply of
services.

Accessibility - refers to the relationship between the location
of services and the client's location.

Accotrmodation - the way in which service systems are organized
to accept clients, (".g. includes hours of
operation, arrangement of appointments) and the
clients' pereeptions of their appropriateness
and willingness to adapt.

Affordability - the relationship between the cost of services to
the client and the client's ability to pay.

Acceptability - refers to clients' attitudes towards
characteristics of service providers as well as
to the providers' attitudes toward client
characteristics.

Although there is sti11 no universal-ly accepted definition of
access, within the mental heal.th and social services fields its usage
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has generally been as a comprehensive, multi-dimensional term.
Similarly, Stefl and Prosperi (1985) tist cortrnon attributes of barriers
to access as being availability, accessibility, acceptability (includes
the issue of stigma), and affordability. In comparison to the
Penchansky and Thomas taxonomy, the primary omission in this list is the
ac conunodation attribute .

In this docr¡ment, access has also been viewed broadly as referring
to a client's ease of entry to and use of a service. The focus will be
on identifying barriers to entry, or initiation of service, but to some
extent barriers to continuation of service will also be addressed.

The primary specific attributes of access which will be considered
are the geographic and physical aspects of a service (accessibility),
and the previously described Penchansky and Thomas dimensions of
accon¡rnodation, affordability, and acceptability. Acconrnodation,
although not a common barrier in the general population according to
St-efl and Prosperi, is especially inportant in view of this document's
focus on immigrants and refugees. Many barriers connected to service
systems' adaptation to client.s' language and cultural diversity relate
to the accommodation dimension.

fn contrast, t.he attribute of availability, when defined as the
supply of services, will not be emphasized as the purpose of this report.
is to as;sist in making existing services more accessible, rather than
addressing modifications to the supply of services.

Tn this document, "accessibility" is generally used broadly and
refers to the ease of access including all of its dimensions, rather
than narron'ly pertaining to the relationship between the location of a
service and its clients.

The final point to be made with regard to access relates to the
importance of the principle of equity. The public policy goal of "equal
access" tlas been interpreted in different ways (Penchansky & Thomas,
1981), but researchers are in agreement that equity is central to
access. In a report specifically addressing the needs of diverse
cultural and racial groups, Doyle and Visano (fSgZU) argued thati

Access means that members of minority groups have equal
opportunities to be served by and to participate in the
organization established for their bencfit. (p. 32)

Issues Pertainine to lmnigrants/Refugees and Mental Health

Iriental health needs

I'lental health problems have been shown to be remarkably similar
across cultures, and virtually all mental disorders have been found in
all cou¡tries, although with varying prevalence ral.es and symptoms for
some disorders (Law, 1985). Sufficient evidence has also been gathered
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problems be kept within the family, and the use of informal support
systems (Canadian Task Force, lgBBai Rogler, Malgady, Costantino, &

Blumenthal, 1987). In addition, those immigrants and refugees who do
initiate service consumption from mainstream agencies are frequently
dissatisfied, and may terminate services prematurely (Canadian Task
Force, 1988a). Cultural beliefs have been described as having a major
role in determining ongoing utilization, and Rogler et al. (fgaZ) noted
thaL the closer the client's and provider's beliefs about illness and
treatment, the more likely that professional services will be sought and
retained.

In actuality, however, there is often a very wide gap between the
client's cultural baekground and that of the provider in a mainstream
mental health senvice. To bridge the gap, eonsiderable emphasis has
been placed on sensitizing providers to cultural differences.

Several points have been raised with respect to increasing
sensitivity of providers. First of aI1, as Brown (1982) has noted,
learning about the cult.ures of all immigrant and refugee groups would be
impossible for the typical service provider. fncreased sensitivity t.o
cultural differerrccs cannot reasonably translate into expectatiorrs that
each provider become an expert on all cultures.

SecondJy, providers must not only be sensitive to the client's
cultural background, but also to the client's level of adherelìce to
cultural beliefs (Rogler et a1., 1987). Service providers should be
arvare of the client's traditional culture, the culture of the host
country, and perhaps an emerging colnbination of the two cultures. The
resulting point is that intervention must be individualized to be
cultural 1 ¡' serrsi.t.ive .

Thirdl¡', service providers must also be aware of the differences
that may exist between subgroups of a given culture, and the individual
differences that ni11 occur within a specific group (Canadian Task
Force, 198Bbi Rogler et a1., 1987). Finally, placing too much weight on
cultural background (oversensitivity), or cultural stereotyping has
sometimes 1ed to difficulties in the provision of services (Canadian
Task Force, 19BBb).

Although much of the focus of the literature has been on immigrant
and refugee underutilization of mainstream mental health services, it
should be noted that utiliz.ation rates vary across the service spectrum
and some services may in fact be overutilized. Cheung and Snowden's
(1990) study suggested that, at least with respect to ethnic minority
populations, there is an overrepresentation in inpatient services. As
discussed previously, however, immigrants and refugees have been
reported to considerably underutilize community-based services and
private practitioners. The primary need aL this time is for all
services to become more accessible to immigrants a¡rd refugees, so as not
to discourage âppropriate utilization or require unnecessary
hospitalj-zation.
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Potential Models of Service Deliverv

Difficulties pertaining to immigrants' and refugees' access to
mental health and social services in host countries have increasingly
been recognized and studied during the past decade. As a result, many
barriers have been identified and recommendations have frequently been
made in an attempt t.o reduce barriers and provide more culturally-
sensitive services. Although much of the attention has been devoted to
providing practitioners with specific recommendations, several
researchers have also discussed the policy and organizational options
for the provision of services that would.be cult.urally accessible.

As early as 1978, Sue (cited in Zane, Sue, Castro & George, 1982)
outlined three major possibilities for increasing the fit between
clients and mental health services in a multiethnic society. The
possibilities are summarized as follows!

1. Firrd the right service for the client. This strategy assumes
that appropriate, culturally reLevant services are available.
Tasks are t-o overcome barriers related to effective referral and
public awareness of services.
2. Change the client t.o f it the service. According to this
strategy emphasis is placed upon preparation of the client prior
t-o ac-tua.l service delivery (u.g. explanation of intervention
proces s )
3. Change the sen'ice to accommodate clients fronl diverr;e
cultures. According to Sue, this option is the most responsive,
but also the nrost d j f f i cr¡1t to implement.

The potential poJ icy design options relating to culturally
accessible services have essentially focused on Sue's thircl strat.egy of
changing services to better meet the needs of immigrants and refugees,
Some of the barriers to mental health and social services faced by
immigrants and refugees would also be addressed by Sue's first two
stral.egies, but the majorjty of the barriers will be overcome only by
modifying the services.

As a result of studying how best t-o meet mental health needs of a

particular minorj,ty group, Uba (1982) proposed three prototypes of
culturally aecessible services:

1. Services are delivered by integrated (or mr¡lticulturalized)
mainstream organizations in which all personnel are t¡:ained to be
cultural.ly sensitive.

2. Mainstream services establish specialized units in which
culturally sensitive services are provided by specially trained
staff.

3. Services are delir'ered by parallel organizations that are
physically segregated from mainstream services and speci.alize in
one or more cultural groups.
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Other researchers have subsequently used similar categories of
services when reviewing policy options, although a fourth approach has
also since been proposed (A1lmen, 1990; Canadian Task Force, 1988ai
Doyle & Visano , 1987ai Frankel , I99Oi VanArsdale, 19BB).

4. Mainstream services are "bridged" or linked to ethnocultural
and immigrant serving organizations by a program designed to
support the delivery of mainstream services to inrnigrants and
refugees.

Doyle and Visano (tSgZa) suggested that linkages could be developed at
both administral-ive and direct service leve1s, and could involve joint
arrangement-s pertaining to areas including planning, funding,
administrative support, personnel, and program implementation.

Each of the four options has a range of advantages and
disadvantages. The fj"rst option of "multiculturalizing" entire
mai.nstr:earn services may reduce actual and perceived discrimination in
service delivery and among staff. The main advant.age, according to
Frankel (1990), is that all pot-ential clients have access to the fu11
range of mental health services regardless of their ethnocultural
backgrouncl. VanArsdale (1988) pointed out that culturally sensitive
services pr:ovided throughout mainstream agencies avoids the potentially
damagidg isolation in service delivery.

Limitations of this option include the major modifications needed
in the formal education of new merltal health professionals and the
training requi.red of mental health practitioners already working in the
fie1d. Considerable resistance to changes in training and
qualifications may be encountered among universities, professional
associations, licensing bodies, and emplo¡'ers. Some researchers have
also suggested that it is impossible for all service providers to become
kno¡.,'ledgeable about: all cultures, (e.e. Brown, 7982) although this may
not be the intent of a multiculturalized service strategy.

fn the second option of a specialized unit or team within a
mainstream service, a major advantage is that not all staff require the
special training, and yet cultural sensitivity could be increased
throughout the organization as a result of consultation with the
specialized unit. In addit-ion, clients would have the option of
receiving ej-ther "regular" or "culturally specialized" services within
the same mainstream organization according to their needs. Limitations
relate to the fact that there may be some duplication of administrative
tasks when two somewhat separate services operate within the same
organization (lIba , l9B2). In addition, when programs are operating at
capaci.ty, clients may be steered to one of the services not based on
their needs but upon waiting lists. In general, competition may result
between various units/teams of organizations for scarce resources
(Frankel, 1990). Fina1ly, staff outside the specialized unir may not
trecome culturally sensitive when staff training is not made mandatory
(Canadian Task Porce, 19BBa).
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The third "segregated service" prototype suggested by tlba ( L982)
has also been referred to as the para1lel services approach (Canadian
Task Force, 19BBa). Arguments have been made that services that are
established paral1e1 to mainstream services for a specific eultural
group may be more accessible due to heightened awareness of the service
and potential close proximity to clients. Research studies have
demonstrated that increased use has been made of mental health services
by ethnic minorities when they are culturally-specific (e.g. Tndochinese
Psychiatric Clinic, 1986). However, increased access appears to be the
case primarily when the ethnocultural groups live in concentrated areas
of a city, and may not apply when immigrants and refugees are scattered
across an area. Difficulties with parallel service delivery include
high cost, lack of stable funding, fragmentation of services, and
impractical.ities when numbers of an ethnocultural group are sma11.
There is a danger that the separate services would not serve some groups
wcll due to i¡rsufficient resources and it would be difficult to provide
the whole spectrum of serr.ices for each ethnocultural group.
In addition, separate sen'ices would result in limited opportunity or
pressure for mainstream services t.o become more culturally sensitive.

A primar¡'advantage of the fourth "linkage" option is the ability
to provide cul.turaJ,ly sensitive services for even small ethnocultural
grîoupÉj (Franke1, 1990). Linkages also facilitate the bridging of formal
and informal mental health supports in a routine manner (Rllmen, 1990).
This approach does not require that all staff in mainstream service are
specially trained, yet ideally over time all staff would become
culturally sensitivc. However, as has been noted with respect Lo the
option of developing specialized units, staff may not become sensitized
unless training is manclator¡'. Another disadvantage is that linkages
alone may be insufficient to influence some service providers to modify
their service delivery practices. Final1y, this approach depends on a
considerable amount of interagency eoordination (Prankel, 1990).

LIba (1982) indicated that research studies djd not support- the
superiority of any of the first three options, and she and others
subseqrrently lrave argued that the choice of an option depends upon the
situation. RecentIy, however, the general trend has been more clearly
in the direction of making mainstream services more accessible, with
little support given to the parallel services option (Rllmen, I99O;
Canadian Task Force, l9BBa). The Canadian Task Force (19S8a) concluded
that "It is not feasible to create 'parallel'mental health services for
each language and cultural group in Canada, and it is not needed" (p.
rl).

Wit-h respect- to the remaining three options of "multj.culturalized"
organizations, specialized units, or linkages, all appear to be viable,
but each situation must be assessed to determine the most suitable
approach. Conditions influencing the choice include the numbers of
clients from a specifir: ethnocult.ural group, the geographic
concentration of the ethnocultural group, the number of different groups
thal. should be served, the size of the service, and the existing
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coordinating mechanisms in the service system. All of the options
require flexjbility in service delivery, political wi11, and a genuine
commitment to make services for inunigrants and refugees culturally
accessible.

The pattern of the aforementioned conditions in a particular
situation and the choice of service approach influence the barriers
which arise in meeting the service needs of innnigrants and refugees.
is clear from the discussion that no one approach is barrier-free.
Certain conditions and types of service simply mean that providers
should attend to some barriers more than others and by different
methods.

It
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APPENDIX B (of Increasins Access)

Resources to Contact for Additional Information
resardine Services for frmigrants and Refusees

Cross Cultural Counselling Unit
Mount Carmel Clinic
886 Main Street
Winnipeg, MB R2t^1 5L4
Ph.: (204) 582-237I

Cross-Cultura1 Mental
Winnipeg Region Mental
Manitoba Health
4th Floor, 189 Evanson
t'tinnipeg, MB R3c 0N9
Ph.: (2O4) 94s-8309

Inrnigration and Settlement
Manitoba Culture, Heritage
304-379 Broadway Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3C 0T9
Ph.: (2O4) 94s-2800

Health Specialist
Health Services

sr.

Employment and Immigration Canada
Manitoba Regìonal Office
500-259 Portage Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3B 249
Ph.: (204) 983-3928

Immigrant Access Service
Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Citizenship
294 Wil-Tiam Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3B ORl
Ph.: (204) 94s-6300

fnnnigrant/Refugee Health Program
Planned Parenthood Manitoba, Inc.
206-819 Sargent Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3E 089
Ph.: (2O4) 774-250r

Services Branch
and Citizenship

Manitoba Council for Multicultural Health Inc
2nd Floor, 406 Edmonton St.
Winnipeg, MB R3B 2M2
Ph.: (204) 949-1479

Multiculturalism And Citizenship Canada
Manitoba Regional Office
201-303 Main St.
Winnipeg, MB R3C 3c7
Ph.: (204) 983-3601
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INTRODUCTTON

This is Bettina Nynran from the Canadian Mental Health Association,
Manitoba Division. r am the coordinator of a project aimed at
increasing the accessibility of mental health and social services
for immigrants and refugees.

Our office sent you a copy of the document called Increasing
Access in December. Did you receive it? (tf no, arrange to have
one sent, and discontinue call).

I would like to ask you a few questions about the document.
(Ensure that he/she has read or used it to some extent. rf not,
ask to speak to the person in the organization who is most
kuowledgeable about the document. )

Do you have a few minutes now? (tf no, ask for a recontact time)

(Deal with any concerns of the respondenti e.g. explain that
individual responses will be kept confidential. )

SURVEY QUESTIONS

1, Has the document been kept by your organization?

1N0
2 YES

If yes, where has it been stored?

If no, what was done with it?

Why was it not kept?

L45
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2. How has the document been used?

Probe! for program planning,
for review and evaluation of existing programs,
for staff training
for board training

3. What have you found useful about the document?

4, What is not useful about the document?

5. What changes, if an¡', are needed in the content of the document?

6. What changes, if any, are needed in the layout or visual
presentatioll of the document?
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7. Would the document be more useful if you had the opportunity to meet
with someone for advice or to participate in a training session?

1NO
2 YES

Conrnents !

8. Have you been able to implement any of the remedies suggested in the
document?

1NO
2 YES

If not, why not?

If yes, which ones?

9. What suggestions do you have for future versions of the document?

Time ended

Thank you very much for taking the time to answer these questions.



APPENDIX I

Mail Survey

THE USEFULNESS OF THE DOCUI'{ENT

ÏI\TCR-E.A.S ITitG ACCE,S S

DEVELOPING CULTURALLY ACCESSIBLE
MEMAL HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

POR IIIßIIGRANTS AND RBFUGEES

A SURVEY OF THE DOCUMENT'S INITIEL RECIPIEMS

CANADIAN MB}{"IAL HEALTH ASSOCÏATION

MANITOBA DIVISION INC.

2-836 Ellice Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 0C2

Telephone: 775-8888
Faxi 775-3497

148
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SURVEY I¡

Your comments wiII be very valuable in helping us to improve the
document t'fncreasing Access". Please complete and return this
questionnaire to the Canaðían lvlental Health Association, Nlanitoba
Division, in the envelope provided lor your convenience.

1. Did you receive a copy of Increasins Access? (Circle number)

If you did not receive
1 NO a copy, please contact
2 YES our office at 775-8888
3 DO NOT KNOW to obtain one.

If yes, where is the document kept?

2, Was the document shared outside of your organization? (Circ1e
number)

1NO
2 YES
3 DO NOT I3{OW

If yes, with whom?

3. Approximately how many staff are there within your organization that
have read the document?

(number)

4, Compared to other service planning and evaluation guides how easy is
this document to understand? (Circle number)

1 VERY MUCH MORE DIFFICULT TO UNDBRSTAND
2 A LITTLE MORE DIFFICULT
3 ABOUT THE SAME AS OTHER GUIDES
4 QUITE A BTT EASTER
5 VERY MUCH EASIER TO UNDERSTAND

5. Generally how informative did you find the document? (Circle
number)

1 NOT AT ALL INFORMATIVE
2 A LITTLE INPORMATIVE
3 SOMEWHAT INFORMATIVE
4 QUITE INFORMATTVE
5 VERY INPORMATIVE
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Has or will the document been used fori (Circle all that apply)

SENSÏTIZING STAFF TO ISSUES
EVALUATING EXISTING PROGRAIYIS

PLANNING NEI,] PROGRAMS
BOARD TRAINING
STAFF TRAINING
TRAINING OF GROUPS EXTERNAL TO YOT'R AGENCY
OTHER (specify)

the usefulness of each section of the document listed
your answers)

Degree to which t.he section is useful

NOT ÄT ÄLL VERY TITTLE SOHEI{HÄT QUITB VERY

NOT AT A[t yERy LITTTE Sot'tBt{HAT QUITE yERy

NOT ÁT ÂLI, VERY TITTLB SOÌ4BI{HÂT QUITE VBRY

NOT AT ALL VERY LiTTLE S0I'IEHHAT QUITE yBRy

NOT ÁT ALL VERY LITTLE SOl']Ei,lHÁT QUITB VERY

N(]T AT ALL YBRY TITTLB SOIiIIHHAT QUITB I'BRY

Is the document too long? (Circle number)

1NO
2 YES

If yes, what should be removed?

1

2
J

4
5

6
7

7. Please rate
below. (circle

Sect ion

Barri ers

Remedies

Review of Li terature

Quick Checklist

References

Glossary

9. Is the document too brief? (circle number)

1NO
2 YES

If yes, what should be added?
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10. llhat changes, if any, are needed in the layout or visual
presentation of the document.?

11. What changes, if any, are needed in the content of the document?

12. Does the document appear to be generalizable to: (Circle all that
applv)

1 ABORIGINAI,S
2 NON-IMMIGRANT CULTURAL MINORITIES
3 GENERAL PUBLIC
4 OTHER (specify)

13. Is the content of the document suitable for use in the Canadian
context? (Circle number)

lNO
2 YES

14. Would it be useful to add members of the clergy as potential
interpreters in the sections of the document that address language
barriers? (Circle number)

1N0
2 YES
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15. Does the document deal sufficiently with barriers to service
experienced by immigrant and refugee children? (Circle number)

16. Overal1,

17, Have you
the document?

1NO
2 YES

do you find the document: (Circle number)

1 TOO BASTC
2 ABOLT RIGHT
3 TOO ADVANCED

been able to implement any of the remedies suggested in
(circle number)

1N0
2 YES

no, why not?

ff yes, which ones?

document have been more helpful if you had the
consult with a knowledgable person about it? (Circle

1NO
2 YES

If

18. Would the
opportunity to
number)

19. Would the document have been more useful if you had the opportunity
to attend a trainjng session? (Circle number)

1NO
2 YES
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20. Please list any other suggestions which you might have to improve
the document.

We would appreciate some information about your organization for
interpretive purposes .

21. Approximately how many clients does your organization provide
service to on a yearly basis? (Circle number)

1 LESS THAN 1OO

2 101 TO 500
3 501 TO 1000
4 ovER 1000
5 DOES NOT APPI,Y

22, What percentage of your present client population would you
consider to be immigrants or refugees? (Circle number)

LO%
2 1-I0%
3 rt-25%
4 26-507"
5 ovER 50%
6 DOES NOT APPLY

23. Does your organization offer: (Circle all that apply)

1 ]NPATIEN| OR OTHBR SER\¡ICES PROVIDED TO
CLÏE}ITS WHO RESIDE IN YOUR FACILITY

2 OUTPATTENT OR OTHER SERVICES PROVIDED TO
CLIEMS LIVING IN THEIR OWN HOMES OR OTHER
COMMI.]NITY PLACEMEMS

3 OTHER (specify)

22. What is your job title?

Thank you very much for your assistance!



April 5, 1991
.1 rl.r )-'

-::': -,;.¡ Ti:r - rriiJ-L,1 U

.r.e'-tei:' 'io ,,dviscr'¡r Group

RE: CULTURå,LLY ACCESSIBLE I,IETIT.â,L HEALTH SERVICES PROJECT

Thank you very much for agreeing to serve as an advisor to
the Ct'lHÀ project pertaining to the accessibility of mental
health services by immigrants and refugees. As we have
discussed, this project has just begun and is expected to be
completed within approximately six months.

One of the najor purposes of the project is Èhe development
of a document t.hat rviIl attempt to specify a model and
characteristics of culturally accessible mental health
services. In order to prepare the document, a comprehensive
literature review will be completed and one or two programs
that are reputed to provide culturally accessible services in
ffinnipeg will also be described.

Once the document has been drafted r seLected representatives
of ethnocultural community organizations, mental heatth
services and inrmigrant serving agencies will be invited to
attend forums to discuss the draft. Revisions r¿i11 be made
as rêcêssârlr and the finaL document will then be distributed
to mental health service providers across ifinnipeg.

As you are aware, several individu.als representing various
groups have been asked to serve as advisors to the project.
I do not necessarily foresee regular rneetings of this gEoupr
but would like to be able to obtain your input at various key
stages of Èhe project (e.g. choice of programs to be
describedr seLection of representatives to be invited to
forums) .

I very much appreciate your assistance in Èhis project and
look forward to working with you. If you have any questionsr
or would like any additional infornation, please contact me.

Sincerely,
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April 23, 1991

r..f l-¿\JIÁ l\

" ^: '^^ L: "' of Exenipiary Frogranisi aa ! IUI þ,á u-l-Uj¡

RE: CIILTUR.ÈLLY ACCBSSIBLE I{EIITAL HEALTE SERVICES PRO*]ECT

Further to your recent telephone conversations with Dr. Sid
Frankel, Faculty of Social Workr University of Manitobar f am
writing to provide you with an overview of the CMHA Project
pertaining to the accessibility of mental health services by
immigranÈs and refugees in I'tanitoba.

This project has received funding by Immigration and Settle-
ment Services and began in March' 1991r with an anticipated
duration of approximately six months. The research conducted
within the project has received approval by the Ethics Review
Committee, Schoo1 of Social l{orkr ât the University of
Manitoba.

One of the major PurPoses of the project is Èhe development
of a document that will attempt Èo sPecify a model and
characteristics of culturally and linguistically accessible
mental health services. In order to prepare the documentr a
comprehensive Iiterature review will be cornpleted and Èwo
prograns that are rePuted to provide culturally accessible
services in Winnipeg will also be described. The program
descriptions niIl assist in Èhe develoPment of the ¡nodelr but
wilL not appear in the actual document.

The description will entail my comPleting interviews of
approximatély one hour each rsith two staff and, if feasible'
oñe client, a review of relevant written documents (e.9.
program brochuresr forms used by clientsr PQlicy nanuals) t
ãnd-a brief on-site visit. The intention of the interviews
is to gain inforuration about the accessibility of _the service
and individuals interviewed will not be identified in any
subsequent reports.
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f very much appreciate your assistance in the completion of
this project and would be happy to answer any questions you
may have. At the completion of the projectr I would be
pleased to send you a copy of the final document.

Sincerely¡
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Clnldian
Mental Health
Association

Manirobå D¡vision

2-836 Ellicc Avcnuc
Winnipcg, !lanitoba
Canad¿. RJG 0C2
(?04) 775-8tE6

Fú: n5-7497

jaj: j-JJ ì 
-'l -4!

.- :._,
vUI l- ra, Ð '-ÚriuEi:ÜL r

JuIy 12, 1991

'. O OLrÉ uf'O üi-,S

I{innipeg, ManiÈoba

Dear :

RE: CI'LTI'RÀIJ ÀCCESSIBII,ITY OF }fE¡fTÀL EEALTE SERVTCES

Às you may be alrare, the Canadian Mental Hea1th Association,
Manitoba Division is currently sponsoring a project aimed at
increasing the accessibility for inmigrants and refugees to
mental health and social services. The project ltas funded
through a grant awarded by the Irnrnigration and Settl-ement
Se:¡¡Íces Branch of Manitoba Culture, Heritage and
Citizenship.

one of the rnajor outcomes of the project will be a document
intended for se:¡¡ice providers in evaluating and planning to
improve the cultural- sensitivity of their services. The
purpose of the docu:nent is to identify barriers to sen¡ices
and characteristics of culturally accessible services. À
draft of the document has now been conpleted and is enclosed
with this letter.
you are invited to attend a neeting on August 19, 1991 at
7:oo p.n. which will be held to obtain feedback frorn key
community representatives regarding this document. You have
been specially selected to attend as a result of your
expertise in this area, and you are being invited to respond
as an individual rather than as a representative of your
organization. If you cannot attend on August L9, an
aLternate meeting will be held on Àugt¡st 21' 1991 at
2: O0 p.E.

The meetings will be in the Board room of the Canadian Menta1
Health Àssociation, office (lower leve1 ' 836 E1Iice Àvenue).
Please return the enclosed response sheet by Àugiust 9, 199L
to indicate whether or not you will attend.

Your feedback on the draft docu.ment will be extreroely useful
in preparing the final document which will be widely
distributed to mental health se:¡¡ice providers. At the
rneetings, discussion about the documenÈ will proceed, in
categori.es that are listed on the enclosed I'Feedback Fo::atrt
vhich you are invited to conplete for your own use or subnit.
Please note that in order to ensure that the discussion is
properly captur.ed, the ueetings will be videotaped. written
co¡oments vilI al-so be accepted and can be subnitted aÈ the
meeÈing or by mail before Àug'ust 23, L991.

eéerCr1nÉ
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We feel that this document will be an inportant step in
iroproving access to se:-¡ices for innigrants and refugees'

"iif ¡" t"ppy to answer any questions-you may have' Thank

iã"-.'ãw :nüèir for your participation in tb'is project'

SincerelY,

Bettina !{}man, lif.À-
Project Coordinator



1<Ç
Canadian
Mental Health
Association

Manitoba Division

2-836 Ellicc Avcnue
Winnipcg. Manitoba
Canada, R3G 0C2
(204) 775-88E8

Fu:715-3497

PÀRTICIPÀ¡IT RESPONSE SEEET X
P1ease return this sheet
Iatest bY Àugust 9, 1991
fax.

as soon as Possible to CMIÍÀ

- in the encLosed enveloPe
-at

or by
the

Name

WiIl attend the forum I have been scheduled for on

August'19, L99L

Will attend the alternate forum on Àug' 2L' 1991-'

WilI not aÈtend.

Cannot attend, but will subnit r'¡ritten co ments'

If you agree to have yogr.name included Ín the final
document, i., trrã-riãt--ãr-iíraiviauals who were invited to
orovide feedbaci ã"-iit" draft document' please give your name

ä= yo,-, would like it to aPPear'

If You would like a
note the nailing address

coþv of the final document, Please
yoi:-wou1d like used.

I

I
i
f

TEÀNK YOI'!

ú
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PEEDBÀCK FORIT

This for¡u is intended to serve as a guide f9I making comnents

abour rhe draft'il;;;";i. pleasã coñptete it-and brins it
with you to the;;;¿i;g for your onn úse' or feel free to use

ii-ä='ã-uásis for submítting written conments'

Comments about the
BARRTERS

1. Information/outreach
2. AccePtability
3. Cultural
4. Language
s. etryÁicáI/geograPhic
6. Operational
7. aãministrative
8. Financial

Comments about the
SOLI]TIONS

1. Information/Outreach
2. AccePtabititY
3. Cultural
4. Language
5. etryéical/geograPhic
6. operational
7. Àdministrative
8. Financial

X

OHISSIONS

OTEER
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November 2L, L99L

üover

^.- ìl-r, 
-ìr,i 

ì ,

L-et-"¿r' se:.-l',,-i-';ii riicreasij'16 ..ccess

REs INCREAEING ãCCESs
Developing Culturally Àccessible lleutal Eea1th and Eocial
Se:n¡ices for Innigrants and Refugees

Early in 1991, a project was begun which was aimed at
increasing the accessibifity of mental health and social
services for irnrnÍgrants and refugees. The project was
adninistered by the Canadian Menta1 Hea1th Association,
Manitoba Division and funded through a grant awarded by the
Immigrat,ion and Settlernent Services Branch of Manitoba
Culture, Heritage and CitÍzenship.

one of the rnajor outcomes of the project is the enclosed
document which is intended for use by mental health and
social- services planners, managers, and evaluators. Its
purpose is to identify the barriers faced by irunigrants and
refugees which prevent them from obtaining service. It also
describes the characteristics of culturally accessible
sen¡ices which result when these barriers are lowered.
Increasins Access is based upon a thorough review of the
titerature and the input of human service adminÍstrators,
professionals, and representatives of ethnocultural groups.

This document is currently being distributed across Manitoba
t,o a large number of mental health and social service
agencies, âs well as to individuals Ínterested in the area of
services to iurmigrants and refugiees.

Some tine after the distribution has been completed, a suryey
wiII be conducted to obtain the views of its recipients.
Sunrey results will contribute to the improvement of any
future versions of the document, as well as to the continued
planning and additional projects which will be undertaken to
improve the accessibility of se:r¡ices. we hope that you take
the tine to respond to this survey.
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I{e feel that fncreasinq Access will be an important step in
creating more effective utilization of mental health and
social senrices by itnrnigrrants, refugees, and the population
at large. Please contact me if you have any questions about
the document or the project.

Sincerely,




